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ABSTRACT
Photorefraction is a technique that has been used in the past two decades for pediatric
vision screening. The technique uses a digital or photographic camera to capture the
examinee‟s retinal reflex from a light source that is located near the camera‟s lens. It has
the advantages of being objective, binocular and low cost, which make it a good
candidate for pediatric screening when compared to other methods. Although many
children have been screened using this technique in the U.S., its sensitivity and other
disadvantages make it unacceptable for continued use. The Adaptive Photorefraction
system (APS) was developed at the Center for Laser Applications (CLA) at the
University of Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI) to correct the problems in the existing
PS devices. APS was designed to determine quantitatively binocular refractive errors
and strabismus and to accomplish these tasks objectively, without the need of medical
professionals, and it is capable of performing these objectives and reporting the digitally
recorded results within one- to-two minutes.

In this dissertation, two APS prototypes were constructed, and measurements were
performed using both an artificial eye and human subjects. Binocular measurements of
refractive error were determined, and the effects of the variation of pupil-size and gaze
angle were determined. After initial corrections for ocular scattering effects,
measurement of the binocular refractive error of forty human subjects was achieved, and
in the myopic region with uncertainty of the method was 0.6 diopter. Ocular alignment
determinations were achieved, and using a novel cover-uncover test, strabismus
detection was demonstrated.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Pediatric Vision Problems and Eye Examinations
Human vision develops rapidly during the first two years of life. Major and continuing
changes occur in the visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, color perception, and binocular
vision. At six weeks of age, an infant begins to fixate targets. At two months, children
attempt to follow the target‟s movement and by four months of age are able to closely
pursue the target. Binocular vision is generally considered to be generated by 3 to 4
years old and is established by the age of six to seven years. Interference of this eyesbrain learning and development process permanently impairs the full function of vision.
Many of the vision abnormalities in early childhood are not apparent to parents and
physicians. Unlike adults, children with eye problems usually are unaware of the
difference between what they see and what is seen with normal vision. In addition, eye
problems are usually not painful like other diseases and parental awareness of the
problem can be delayed. Four of these pediatric eye problems that require additional
and timely attention are:
1. Retinoblastoma (RB): RB is the most common eye cancer in young children, and an
image of a retinal tumor is shown on the left of Figure 1.1.1. The prevalence of the
condition is 200-300 in USA a year or approximately one in 15,000-20,000 live births
(American Association of Ophthalmology, 2006a). About 50 % of the cases are
heritable, but less than 25% occur with family RB history. Most cases are found by 3
years old, and most of the cases were found when a white or yellow pupil reflex was
noticed in the photograph as shown in Figure 1.1.1 (right). The red reflex test using
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an ophthalmoscope can produce a similar image and detection of the condition. The
second most common indicator of RB is strabismus, which occurs after the presence
of the tumor destroys the central vision. Glaucoma is the third sign of RB due to high
intraocular pressure. Without treatment, death rate is fundamentally 100%. With
treatment, greater than 90% of cases live into adulthood. The mortality depends on
early diagnosis.

Figure 1.1.1 Fundus image of a RB retina (left); White pupil reflex of a child with RB
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Retinoblastooma.jpg)

2. Infantile cataract: Cataract is the opaque condition of the crystalline lens that
prevents light rays form a clear image on retina. The incident of the infantile condition
is 1-6 in 10,000 births. The cataract eye can be fixed, but if not caught early, it rapidly
leads to visual deprivation and results in amblyopia, a permanent loss of vision due
to the brain condition. Diagnosis of a dense congenital cataract at 6 month of age
(the time for routine well-baby check) is likely to result in vision of no better than
20/200. Table 1-1 shows similar statements in two research papers quoted by
American Association of Ophthalmology (AAO) 2006a. Late treatment is visually
devastating. According to the advice of major credentialed organizations, surgery,
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optical correction, and occlusion therapy should all be performed by 6 to 12 weeks
after birth to prevent amblyopia. American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) policy also
stated that the red reflex test should be repeated at each well-baby pediatrician
examination until the child can read an eye chart. [Section on Ophthalmology (May,
2002) Red Reflex Examination in Infants, Pediatrics 109, 5, p980-981].
Table 1-1 Research statements quoted by American Association of Ophthalmology 2006.

“Eight cases of unilateral congenital cataract were operated in the first two years of
life. … None of these eyes achieved better than 3/100 vision. … such surgery and
postoperative management is probably not indicated for unilateral congenital
cataract.”

Ryan SJ, Maumenee AE. Ophthalmic Surg 8:35-9, 1977

“The authors reviewed the records of 25 consecutive patients … operated on for
unilateral congenital cataracts… All patients with visual acuity of 20/40 or better
had cataract surgery performed before 17 weeks of age…”
Cheng KP. Hiles DA. Biglan AW, Pettapieee MC. Ophthalmology 98:903-10, 1991

Figure 1.1.2 Types of strabismus (http://www.summitmedicalgroup.com/library/eye_health).
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3. Strabismus (also called “cross eye”) is the condition of ocular misalignment. As
shown in the Figure 1.1.2, types of strabismus are defined by the direction of the
misalignment. The misalignment condition could be permanent or intermittent. The
intermittent type (usually exotropia) may have a history of unilateral eye squinting.
Two clinical methods are used to detect strabismus. The first is the cover test, and
the second is the corneal light “reflection” (or “reflex”, as is sometimes used). Similar
to other pediatric eye diseases, both the early detection and correction of strabismus
have a better outcome for the development of binocular vision. It is important to note
that strabismus also can be a sign of more severe eye or neural abnormalities.
4. Amblyopia (also called “lazy eye”) is the loss of vision due to deficient visual
stimulation of one eye (and occasionally both eyes). The prevalence is 2-4% in the
U.S (American Academy of Ophthalmology, 2006b). Almost all the conditions
develop in early childhood when significant monocular vision problems are left
untreated, thereby leading to the hindrance of proper development of the brain‟s
binocular function (Kemper, Margolis, Downs, & Bordley, 1999; U. S. Preventive
Services Task Force, 1996). Amblyopia develops when the strong eye takes on more
of the job of seeing while the weak eye is used less. As the situation continues, the
weak eye will be able to see less and less, and the binocular vision will continue to
deteriorate until finally amblyopia develops. As the signal from the weak eye is
ignored by the brain at young age, the chance of regaining communication is slim
even if the eye is subsequently fixed. In the other words, the defect of amblyopia
develops within the brain, not the eye. The causes of amblyopia are (1) strabismus
(the most common cause) (2) anisometropia (a difference in refractive error between
the eyes), and (3) visual deprivation such as a cataract or a ptosis.
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Pediatric eye examinations: Table 1-2 lists pediatric eye examinations and their
frequency that were suggested by American Association of Ophthalmology (AAO) in
2006. These tests are supposed to be performed by medical professionals on “normal”
children. For premature births or children with Down syndrome or other diseases, the
suggested frequency for eye examination is much higher.
In the table of tests, "red reflex" is the previously mentioned the observed red „pupil‟ light
that is reflected/scattered by the retina when observed by an ophthalmoscope. Figure
1.1.3 shows an ophthalmoscope and the normal red reflex, an obscured red reflex due
to nuclear cataract, and a pale yellow reflex from a severe retinoblastoma.
Table 1-2 Pediatric eye examinations and frequencies suggested by American Association of
Ophthalmology (AAO, http://one.aao.org/Flash/VisionScreening/PediatricVisionScreening.html).

Red
Reflex

External
Inspection

Fixation
Behavior

Corneal
Light

New Born

V

V

3 Months +

V

6 Months +
3 Years +

Cover
Tests

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Preliterate
Eye Chart

V

The external eye examination of Table 1-2 includes checking for ptosis, or a drooping
eyelid, and the sizes of the corneas and pupils. Both small and large corneas are
associated with eye diseases. The cornea diameter should be around 10 or 11 mm, and
pupil sizes of both eyes should be close to each other. Asymmetry of pupil size may be
result of eye disease or neurologic abnormality.
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Figure 1.1.3 From the left to right are the ophthalmoscope that is used in the red reflex test, a
normal red reflex, a cataract red reflex, and the reflex from a retinoblastoma eye.

Cornea light reflex test is also called the Hirschberg test. This test is used to examine
eye alignment. The method also uses an ophthalmoscope, but the light illuminates both
eyes at the same time. The locations of the bright spots of the corneal reflection, which
is also called the first Purkinje image (P1), are observed. Other Purkinje images P2 (the
second Purkinje image from inner surface of the cornea), P3 (the third Purkinje image
from the anterior surface of the lens), and P4 (the fourth Purkinje image from the
posterior surface of the lens) may appear as well but are much weaker. The P4 has
been used together with P1 in many studies to achieve accurate eye tracking
(Cornsweet, T.N., and Crane, H.D., 1973; Crane, H.D., and Steele, C.M., 1985; Effert,
1986). The normal position of P1 should be at the pupil center and slightly toward the
nasal side. A Bruckner test is the combination of the red reflex and corneal light tests. It
detects strabismus, anisometropia, anisocoria (pupil size difference), and leukoria (white
or yellow reflex).
The Cover test include both the cover-uncover test and the alternate cover test that are
used to examine manifest and intermittent strabismus. Eye movement of one eye is
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observed while the other eye is suddenly covered. The movement is also observed
when the covered eye is uncovered. Alternate cover test rapidly switch the covering
between two eyes and the movement of both eye is observed.
The Pre-literate eye chart test is similar to the eye chart we commonly seen but with
modification by the use of simple figures. Figure 1.1.4 shows the Lea Symbols chart.

Figure 1.1.4 Lea symbols eye chart used for preverbal children visual acuity test
(http://www.medexsupply.com/popup_image.php?pID=4758).
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1.2 Pediatric vision screening
Early detection and treatment for pediatric vision problems is clearly an important
mission.

Comprehensive

eye

examinations

provided

by

ophthalmologists

and

optometrists or primary care physicians are desired for all pre-school children. However,
only 14% of children receive comprehensive eye examinations before entering school
(Eye Examination and Vision Screening in Infants, Children, and Young Adults, 1996).

One alternative and less expensive approach is to provide vision screening examinations
by non-professionals to identify those individuals who are in need of care and to provide
a full eye examination for these children who represent a smaller fraction of the pediatric
population. Unfortunately, the vision screening rate is also quite low. An early study
(Ehrlich, Reinecke, & Simons, 1983) reported about only 20% of preschool children had
their vision screened. In 1998, AAP members found the rate of acuity screening ranging
from 34% for 3-year-old children to 91% among 5-year old children (Wall TC, MarshTootle W, Evans HH, et al., 2002). A more recent survey (Kemper & Clark, 2006), 377
out of 699 eligible respondents, showed similar 35% for 3-year-old, 73% and 66% for 4and 5-year-old children respectively. It shows that two common barriers for the pediatric
vision screening are “too time-consuming” and “children are uncooperative”. While the
rate of screening is a critical target goal, it is clear that other criteria are important.
Specifically, it must be established that the ability of screening methods exists to perform
the needed tests with required sensitivity and accuracy and that cost-effectiveness can
be demonstrated.
Within the past decade there have been serious and productive efforts by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the U.S. National Institutes of
Health and the affiliated research programs to provide guidance and quantitative goals
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for pediatric vision screening. Specifically, HHS (NIH) has established a formal policy
goal of reducing blindness and visual impairment in children and adolescents aged 17
years and under. According to the work of Donahue (Donahue, Johnson, Ottar, & Scott,
2002), more than 12.1 million school-aged children, which accounts for one-fourth of the
total, have some form of vision problem. Among those, significant refractive errors (1520%), strabismus (2-5%), and amblyopia (2-4%) account for nearly all the eye problems.
We know that children with uncorrected vision conditions may face difficulties in learning,
social development and athletic training. It‟s been estimated that amblyopia alone costs
$7.4 billion in the United States each year (Membreno et al. 2002). Although this
condition is treatable during childhood, amblyopia is still the leading cause of monocular
vision loss among adults. The medical costs and national loss extend beyond childhood.
Amblyopia and the problems that lead to amblyopia (majorly strabismus and
anisometropia) are the primary targets of pediatric vision screening.
Table 1-3 Definitions of targeted disorders in the VIP study (Schmidt et al. 2004).
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To meet the need for the pediatric vision screening, several comprehensive studies have
been carried out. Among them is the Vision in Preschoolers Study (VIPS), an NIHsupported, multi-phased, multi-center, interdisciplinary, clinical study that had the
objective of evaluating the accuracy of current available screening methods (Schmidt,
P; Maguire, M; Dobson, V; Quinn, G; Ciner, E; Cyert, L; Kulp, MT; Moore, B; Orel-Bixler,
D; Redford, M; Ying, GS; Group, The Vision in Preschoolers Study, 2004). These
methods have been used to identify preschool-aged children in need of further
evaluation for vision disorders. The primary goal of VIPS is to determine whether there
are tests or combinations of tests that can be used effectively to determine which
preschoolers would benefit from a comprehensive eye examination to detect amblyopia,
strabismus, significant refractive errors, and associated risk factors. Table 1-3 shows
the definitions of targeted disorders in the VIP study. The hierarchy is listed in Table 1-4.
Table 1-5 shows the criteria recommended by VIPS and American Association for
Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus (AAPOS).
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Table 1-4 Hierarchy of Vision in Preschoolers (VIP) targeted disorders (Schmidt et al 2004).

Table 1-5 Pediatric vision screening criteria recommended by AAPOS and VIPS.

Organization
/Criteria

AAPOS VIPS

VIPS,
group1

VIPS,
group2

VIPS,
group3

Hyperopia

≥ 3.5 D

> 3.25 D

>5D

3.25 – 5D

3.25 - 5.0D

Myopia
Anisometropia

> 3.0 D
≥ 1.5 D

2.0 - 4.0 D
normal

≥ 1.5 D
≥ 1.0 D

≥6D
>6 D
>2 D
>3 D
≥ 2.5 D

4–6 D
not severe

Astigmatism
Astigmatism
oblique
Strabismus

> 2.0 D
> 3.0 D in myopia
> 1.0 D in hyperopia
> 1.5D astigmatism
> 1.5 D

1.5 - 2.5 D

normal
normal

Any Heterotropia in
primary gaze

Constant

Intermittent

normal

Media opacity

Any
manifest
> 1.mm
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In the last 10 years, the NIH VIP study evaluated 11 participating pre-school vision
screening methods across the states (Schmidt, P; Maguire, M; Dobson, V; Quinn, G;
Ciner, E; Cyert, L; Kulp, MT; Moore, B; Orel-Bixler, D; Redford, M; Ying, GS; Group, The
Vision in Preschoolers Study, 2004; Ying, GS.; Kulp, MT.; Maguire, M.; Ciner, E.; Cyert,
L.; Schmidt, P., 2005; The Vision in Preschoolers Study Group, 2005, 2007). These
methods include 3 types of tests: (1) Subjective methods that use trained personnel to
perform tests (Lea Symbols VA test, HOTV symbols, Random Dot E test, and the Stereo
Smile Test). These methods are time consuming and require cooperation of the child,
which is not always achievable. (2) Objective methods that use autorefractor type of
devices (SureSight and Retinomax; see Figure 1.2.1. These type devices are
monocular, which are not suitable for pediatric application because young children have
a high degree of accommodation. Essentially, the child can defeat the purpose of the
test by using natural reflexes. In addition, these devices detect only refractive errors. The
remainders of the tests still rely on trained personnel as described earlier. (3) Objective
photoscreening type of devices (iScreen, MTI, PediaVision previously PowerRefractor &
Plusoptix This method can detect binocular refractive error and strabismus. However,
the accuracy of refractive error is very low, and the stationary strabismus detection often
misses intermittent strabismus cases. I will describe this third type of method in more
detail in next chapter. The performance of the then- current technologies was so
unsatisfactory (35-65% sensitivity) that this NIH program was terminated before the
original planned phase III.
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Figure 1.2.1 Two autorefractors that are evaluated in NIH VIPS program for pediatric vision
screening.

1.3 Objective
Although major medical and ocular specialist organizations have guidelines for specific
eye examinations to be performed in different age categories, these tests can only be
implemented by medical professionals, which is perhaps not surprising. Furthermore, the
recommended methods are resource intensive. Whether the tests are performed by an
M.D., an O.D. or a nurse practitioner, the fee-for-service model of reimbursement in the
U.S. has not resulted in technology-driven cost reductions. Another major problem is the
level of cooperation required of young children to perform the recommended tests. In a
2009 Oregon state pilot study (Vaughan, 2010), it was found that even when using
trained medical personnel to conduct the eye tests, 26% of 3-5 year-old children cannot
perform the Lea Symbols Visual Acuity (VA) test (the child-version of letter chart). This is
a sobering result that indicates the extent to which cost-effectiveness and desired goals
are not achieved by current approaches. Changes and improvements in delivery and
measurement methods are clearly needed, and these advances will most surely take
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place within the current or near-future delivery system of the U.S. As a result, although
vision screening is a critical element of ensuring ocular health of our children, it is a fact
that the vast majority of ocular examinations of pre-school children will take place in
pediatrician offices. Unfortunately, most pediatricians are not familiar and comfortable
with pediatric eye examinations, and referral to ophthalmologists is generally
unsatisfactory because these specialists are not familiar with pediatric examinations.
Therefore, it is believed that any newly developed pediatric ocular examination method
should easily be modified, if necessary, for use as both a screening device as well as an
instrument to be used in pediatrician offices. For both applications, an effective pediatric
vision examination tool must fit into the following needs: (1) be objective (no verbal
response required), (2) automatic and quantitative (no doctor‟s interpretation is
required), (3) multi-functional, (4) children friendly, (5) user friendly, and (6) low cost.
The objection of this dissertation is to investigate the photorefraction (PR) method, which
is the most children friendly and low cost method, and is currently the only objective and
binocular vision screening method. In this study, new hardware designs and analysis
algorithms were developed to quantitatively evaluate binocular refraction and ocular
alignment. Long existing PR problems were investigated.
In the next chapter, ocular optics and refractive errors will be introduced prior to the
discussion of photorefraction method. The chapter will conclude with the presentation of
the types of PR methods and the relevant theoretical descriptions.
Chapter 3 will discuss the new video PR method and will investigate sources of
measurement errors. In this chapter, the clinical trial data that were obtained are
analyzed and compared to the data measured using an artificial medical training eye and
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theoretical simulation results. Pupil size, scattering of ocular elements, and gazing angle
were examined as well. By using coaxial PR and multiple eccentricity detection, we
estimate the retinal properties of individuals.
In chapter 4, the quantitative detection and analysis of ocular alignment using the same
prototype device will be addressed, and the final chapter will conclude the research
work.
.
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CHAPTER II
REFRACTIVE ERROR AND PHOTOREFRACTION
Detection of anisometropia (the unequal refractive error in the 2 eyes) is one of the most
important tasks in pediatric vision screening. The first section of this chapter provides an
introduction to the optics of refractive errors, the corrections of refractive errors, and the
different notations that are used by the clinical prescription and the scientific research
communities. Refractive error, as the term is used here, refers to the ocular status under
conditions of a relaxed lens. Accommodative ability of the lens and presbyopia, which is
commonly associated with older age, is not described in this dissertation. Following the
first section, I will discuss the detection of refractive error using the photorefraction (PR)
method, which is currently the only binocular and objective detection method for ocular
refractive errors. For this reason, it is most attractive for pediatric vision screening
application, and it was noted in the first chapter that three of the photoscreening
techniques in the VIPS evaluation were PR-based techniques. I will start from the
original PR design and show its development in the past decades. This chapter will end
with the more recent PR results obtained by Baker and Bo Tan in their doctoral research
studies in our vision physics group.

2.1 Ocular Refractive Error and its Mathematical Expression
Optical power of the human eye: The optics of a schematic human eye is relatively
simple compared to most optical instruments. As illustrated in Figure 2.1.1, a human
eye includes a front transparent window called cornea, an iris that forms the pupil, a
crystalline lens that accommodates, and the retina where photo-sensors reside. The
cornea and crystalline lens provide positive optical power to converge (focus) incident
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rays onto the retina and form an image. Since the optical power of an optical element is
the reciprocal of focus distance in the free space, the more curved the lens surface is,
the larger the optical power is. Lens with positive (negative) power converge (diverge)
incident rays. For the human eye, the vitreous chamber (the pink area on the right of the
lens in Figure 2.1.1) is approximately 16 mm in length, and the required optical power
from the lens and the cornea together is about +60 diopter = (0.016 m)-1 (Atchison, D.A.
and Smith, G., 2000). In optometry, the unit of optical power is “diopter” or “D”, which is
the reciprocal of meter.

Figure 2.1.1 Anatomy of the human eye.

Refractive error: Refractive error occurs when the focus power of an eye doesn‟t match
the length of eye. The common names of refractive errors are near-sightedness, farsightedness, and astigmatism. A near-sighted eye (myopia) has either too much focus
power or a longer eye ball. As a result, the focused image falls in front of the retina as
shown in upper left of Figure 2.1.2. To obtain a good vision, a negative lens is required
(Figure 2.1.2 right). A far-sighted eye (hyperopia) has a shorter eye ball or a weaker
focus power. Consequently, the focused image falls behind the retina surface as shown
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in the lower left of Figure 2.1.2. The correction lens will be a positive lens to increase the
total required optical power. For example, if my eye is 3 diopters less powerful than
needed, then I am far-sighted and require a convergent correcting lens of +3 diopter.
This lens has a focal length of about 33 cm. The clinical notation of my eye will be “+3D”,
which indicates the needed correction. If a near-sighted eye has a clinical prescription of
-5D, then the correcting lens has a negative focus length of about -20 cm.

Figure 2.1.2 Illustration of near- and far-sighted eyes and their optical corrections.

Spherical and cylindrical refractive error: Most eyes are not rotationally symmetric.
Possibly due to the pressure from our eye lids, most of the cornea surfaces are steeper
along the vertically meridian and flatter on the horizontal meridian. They present the
shape of a football lying on ground. The difference between the maximum and minimum
powers, Smax – Smin, on the two principal meridians, which are assumed to be
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perpendicular to each other, is defined as the “cylindrical refractive error”, C, or just
“cylinder”. Smax and Smin are called the “spherical refractive error” and the average of the
two is the “spherical equivalent”. The "spherical equivalent" is the rotationally symmetric
refractive error that is mainly caused by longer or shorter eye ball. Cylindrical refractive
error is caused mostly by the cornea shape. If the cylinder is greater than 1 diopter in an
eye, it is clinically called “astigmatism”. When the cylinder of an eye is less than 1
diopter, this cylinder will be ignored clinically and not corrected by contact lens, glasses,
or other type of optical correction.
Manifest refractive error (MR): Refractive error of an eye can be measured under
different conditions with very different results. For example, using topical mydriatic
drugs, the pupil is very large and accommodation is paralyzed. Such so-called wet
refraction measurement observes an eye that is not in a naturally relaxed condition.
Without the mydriatic drops, the ("dry") refraction measurement observes an eye whose
pupil size responds to ambient light levels and whose focal power varies with
accommodation of the eye to the target. Manifest refractive error (MR) is the ocular
measurement that uses a device called phoropter (Figure 2.1.3). With this device, the
non-tested eye is occluded, and trial lenses are placed in front of the testing eye. The
total power of the trial lenses is adjusted according to the patient‟s response until the eye
can identify the finest line it can resolve on the letter chart. The final trial lens power is
recorded as well as the visual acuity (VA), which is indicated by the finest line. Normally,
the test is performed under the “dry” condition and the illumination of the letter chart is
sufficiently bright compared to the daily activity condition. MR measurement relies on
patient‟s response, and thereby is called “subjective test”. Although there are many
different types of devices today that measure refractive errors automatically (objective
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measurements), MR is the clinical standard for contact lens, spectacles, and laser
surgery corrections. The patient‟s opinion, not machines‟, is what it counts.

Figure 2.1.3 Phoropter, a device used to measure manifest refractive error.
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/kielbryant/596799804/lightbox/).

Visual acuity (VA): Visual acuity is one of the results of the MR test. VA is the ability
to distinguish details and shapes of subjects at central vision. Distance VA is measured at
20 feet while near VA is measured at 30-40 cm to indicate ability of accommodation. The
notation of 20/20 represents the vision that can resolve the spatial resolution of 1 minute
(1/60 degree), which is roughly equivalent to the average size of photoreceptor on
central retina. Therefore, on the letter chart, no matter at 20 feet or 40 cm, the letter “E”
in the 20/20 line corresponds to a field angle of 5 arc minutes.
Numerical expression of refractive error:

The clinical prescription specifies the

“correction” power of an eye required to reach its “best corrected visual acuity” (BCVA).
The notation requires 3 numbers to specify the sphere, the cylinder, and the meridian
where the cylinder is placed. Illustrated in Figure 2.1.4 as an example is a near-sighted
eye with excess power of +4 diopters on the 20-degree meridian and +6 diopters on the
perpendicular meridian. Both ophthalmology and optometry notations for refractive error
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are (S, C, X), where S means sphere, C means cylinder, and X means axis. The axis, X,
indicates the principal meridian where the given sphere, S, aligns. The cylinder will be
added to the perpendicular meridian. However, ophthalmologists always use “+”
cylinder, and optometrists only use “-” cylinder. As a result, the prescription given by an
ophthalmologist will be (-6D, +2D, X110), and the same correction would be written as (4D, -2D, X20) from an optometrist.

+6D
+4D

Figure 2.1.4 Example of refractive error with excess spherical and cylindrical powers.

Table 2-1 Notations of refractive error of example in Figure 2.1.4 under three different systems.

Ophthalmology (S, +C, X)

Sphere=-6D

Cylinder= +2D

Axis= 110 degree

Optometry (S, -C, X)

Sphere=-4D

Cylinder= -2D

Axis= 20 degree

Vision Science (power vector)

M=-5D

J0= 0.77D

J45= 0.64D
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In addition to the ophthalmology and optometry systems, the vision science community
uses a third notation, the “power vector” (Thibos, L.N., Wheeler, W., and Horner, D.G.,
1997). The power vector is defined by three independent and orthogonal variables, (M,
J0, J45), where M is the average power, J0 is the crossed-cylinder at 0º, and J45 is the
crossed-cylinder at 45º. The power vector allows 2 sets of refractive error, such as
before and after laser surgery, to be compared quantitatively. The corresponding
wavefront aberrations of the three variables are shown in Figure 2.1.5. The vision blur
strength, B, increases as any of the three increases. If only one variable is to be used,
the Pythagorean length of the power vector is a measure of overall blurring strength of a
sphero-cylindrical lens or refractive error. The numerical definitions are:


M = SE = (Smax+Smin)/2

… mean power



J0 = (-C/2) cos(2α)

… crossed-cylinder at 0º(normal)



J45 = (-C/2) sin(2α)

… crossed-cylinder at 45º(alarming)



B = √(M2 + J02 + J452)

… blur strength

Figure 2.1.5 Wavefront presentations of the three parameters of power vector.
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2.2 Photorefraction
2.2.1 Photorefraction origin
Photorefraction (PR) is a method of determining the refraction of eyes using a camera
and a closely aligned illumination light source. However, according to Howland (H.C.,
2009), PR originated from the optics for secret communication in 1961 across the Berlin
wall. This then-classified device used a lens to focus light from infinity to a movable
surface to reflect its double-pass point spread. The surface motion along the optical axis
of the lens would modulate the vergence of the reflex, which returned to the light source
in a narrow angle. Later, it was recognized that vertebrate eyes also reflect the doublepass point spread in a similar way. In early 1970s, fiber optics was incorporated into the
design (Howland, H.C., & Howland B., 1974). Figure 2.2.1 A and B shows the two early
designs, the orthogonal PR and the isotropic PR, that applied to human eyes (Howland,
H.C., & Howland B., 1974; Howland, Braddick, Atkinson, & Howland, 1983). The camera
lens used in the isotropic PR required to be defocused from the subject eye. The
orthogonal PR used 2 sets of orthogonal cylindrical lens to image the reflex into lines or
cross pattern. These methods are no longer used today due to the difficulty in the
hardware and the insensitivity in their detection.
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Figure 2.2.1 Camera and the lens designs of orthogonal photorefraction (A) and isotropic
photorefraction. These designs are no longer used today.

2.2.2 Eccentric Photorefraction and “Crescent” interpretation
An eccentric photorefraction (EPR) generally includes a camera and a single light source
that is positioned near the camera lens aperture, the so called knife-edge design. EPR
was invented by Kaakinen and Tommila (1979). Figure 2.2.2 shows the different
vergences of the double-pass point spread in EPR and the “crescent-like reflex in
myopia, emmetropia, and hyperopia eyes. Because of the vergence of the reflex, the
pupil in the photograph shows a crescent reflex for a myopic (hyperopic) eye lie at the
same (opposite) side as the light source-camera offset. A dark pupil is present when the
retina is optically conjugate to the light source. Because in EPR the camera lens focuses
on the pupil of the eye, not only the reflex, but also the cornea reflection (i.e. the first
Purkinje image mentioned in chapter 1 section 1.1) is photographed. This allows EPR to
record both the refraction and the ocular orientation.
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Figure 2.2.2 Retinal reflex induced from a single eccentric light source: hyperopic eye (top),
neutralization eye (middle), and myopic eye (bottom).

Two of the commercial devices in the NIH VIP study use this EPR method. Shown in
Figure 2.2.3 are the devices of iScreen (left) and MTI (right). Both devices use a single
white light source (commercial flash lamp), and the diagnosis relies on readers and
experience to interpret the photographs. The broad band spectrum of white light is
scattered and reflected on the multi-layer retina resulting to complication that could be
personal and racial.

Significant error can result from chromatic and monochromatic

aberration. In addition, since astigmatism is a condition with 3 free variables, it is
theoretically not possible to resolve astigmatism using EPR with less than 3 meridians.
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Figure 2.2.3 Two EPR devices, iScreen and MTI screeners, that were used in NIH VIP study.

In 1985, Howland and Bobier simultaneously published the geometric optical theory for
EPR in one dimension (Howland H. , 1985; Bobier, W. and Braddick, O., 1985). If
relative defocus (

) is defined as the dioptric difference between the EPR camera

working distance (WD) and the refractive error (

Rx  Rx 

1
,
WD

the

):

(2-1)

The relationship between the reflex crescent width ( c ) , pupil diameter ( p ), the light
source eccentricity ( e ) is then:

c p

e
.
WD  Rx

(2-2)

When the refractive error of the eye is close to the value of reciprocal of the working
distance, no crescent will be observed. This is called the “reversal” or “neutralization” in
retinoscopy. The range of refraction when the reflex is totally dark without a crescent can
be obtained when c  0 , which corresponds to a insensitive range of refraction
detection called “dark zone” or “dead zone”. In addition to this deficiency, a technical
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difficulty of crescent interpretation is the difficulty to accurately determine the crescent
size in the photograph. Unclear boundary in the reflex in photograph may be contributed
from ocular aberration, scattering, and hardware dark current etc. making the above
equation less applicable in practice.

2.2.3 Infrared video EPR with extended light sources
To improve the EPR technique from the inadequacies described, narrow spectral near
infrared light sources was applied to control the ocular chromatic aberrations (Schaeffel,
Farkas, & Howland, 1986) and the EPR images was acquired in three meridians to
determine astigmatism (Gekeler, Schaeffel, Howland, & Wattam-Bell, 1997). Instead of
using small single LED illumination in each EPR photographing, multiple LEDs were
grouped to form an “extended source” for each imaging (Choi, M., Weiss, S., Schaeffel,
F., Seidemann, A., Howland, H., Wilhelm, B., et al., 2000). Similar to the crescent EPR
reflex image, the type of refractive error (myopia or hyperopia) is decided by its sign of
the intensity gradient along the meridian. Schaeffel (1993) showed that under such
extended light source, the degree of the eye‟s defocus was nearly linear to the slope. In
a Rooda‟s study, a theoretical simulation showed that single point light source had a
clear “dead zone” and the extentended light source could reduce the range of dead zone
and extend the measurable range ten fold (Roorda, Cambell, & Bobier, 1997). On the
left of Figure 2.2.4, the crescent reflex appearance was changed into a more evenly
distributed slope form due the use of extended light source. In the middle of Figure
2.2.4, the intensity was plotted along the meridian in the reflex. On the right of the figure
is the result of Rooda‟s study showing the semi-linear relationship of refractive error and
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the determined slope. However, calibration was required for individual to determine the
increasing rate of slope (Roorda, Cambell, & Bobier, 1997; Blade, Pamela J. & Candy,
T. Rowan, 2006; Suryakumar, Meyers, Irving, & Bobier, 2007), and the correlation
between pupil size & slope was unknown and was suggested due to fundus reflectivity
(Schaeffel F., Wilhelm H., & Zrenner E., 1993). Another issue is the gazing angle. When
the eye is not aligned to the device optical axis, the slopes in the same meridian but
opposite directions gave different slope results. There was no theoretical evaluation of
this matter. When this condition occurred in practics, the average of the two slopes was
used.
These EPR modifications were incorporated in a series of commercial products,
PowerRefractor-I, PowerRefractor-II, and Plusoptix (PediaVision) in the more recent
years (see Figure 2.2.5). However, the dead zone is not eliminated, since it is
determined by how close the extended light source is to the camera entrance pupil
boundary; also the slope technique is highly dependent on individual reflectance and
pupil size (Suryakumar, Meyers, Irving, & Bobier, 2007).This device was one of the
eleven vision screening methods that were evaluated in the VIP study. The sensitivity
(on refractive error detection) on all three EPR devices, the iScreen, MTI and
PowerRefractor were not satisfactory.
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Figure 2.2.4 Example with infrared video EPR with extended light source. The distance from the
eye to the camera was 1 m (Roorda, Cambell, & Bobier, 1997). Left: Reflex image; Middle: the
intensity across the line as indicated in the reflex image (Suryakumar, Meyers, Irving, & Bobier,
2007). (Right) Reflex slope variation as a function of refractive state for a point light source at 2
mm (red line) and an extended light source from 0 to 30 mm eccentricity.

Figure 2.2.5 EPR device of PediaVision (left), Operation of PediaVision device (middle), and light
source/camera arrangement of this device. The 9 LEDs in a group in each of the 6 sections form
an extended light source.
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2.2.4 NIR video PR with multi-eccentricities
In the past several years, a further improved design also using NIR LEDs was developed
in our research team. Adaptive photorefraction (APR) method was previously described
in Baker‟s dissertation (Baker, 2009). Instead of arranging all the light sources around
the rim of camera lens, APR uses an optical beam splitter to project a 2-dimensional (2dim) light source display onto the entrance pupil plane of the camera. In this way, the
finite eccentricity in traditional EPR is no longer limited. The eccentricity can be inside
the lens aperture as well as outside. The EPR dead zone could be effectively reduced or
eliminated. The co-axial PR image could provide a calibration for the variation in the
retinal properties in individuals. In addition, APR does not use an extended source. Each
LED source produces a single EPR photograph. The multiple eccentricities of EPR
extend the detection sensitivity over a much larger range of refractive correction.
The analysis method of APR is also different from both the crescent and the slope
methods (Bobier, W. and Braddick, O., 1985; Schaeffel F., Wilhelm H., & Zrenner E.,
1993). Figure 2.2.6 depicts an example of the APR arrangement in one dimension to
illustrate the basic concept of the APR analysis. As the LED light sources sequentially
illuminate an eye, the camera captures the corresponding reflex in video. From the
image and its pattern, one obtains a quantitative measure of the reflex intensity and its
variation with the eccentricity of the LEDs, and from such data one obtains the refractive
error along the meridian of the radiation sources. A theoretical simulation of the
sequence of reflex images was illustrated at the lower side of Figure 2.2.6. The APR
analysis calculates the total intensity of each reflex image to portray the relative intensity
along the detection meridian. Figure 2.2.7 shows a simulation prediction of the relative
intensity profiles for different relative defocus,
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(at 1, 3, 5, and 8 diopters), using the

methods described in (Chen, Y., Tan, B., and Lewis, J.W.L., 2003; Chen, Y., Tan, B.,
Baker, K., Lewis, J., Swartz, T., Jiang, Y., et al., 2006; Tan, B., Chen, Y., Baker, K.,
Lewis, J., Swartz, T., Jiang, Y., et al. , 2007; Tan, 2009; Baker, 2009). The refractive
error of the eye can therefore be determined by the full-width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the profile and Equation (2-1). The FWHM also varies with the pupil diameter of the
eye. Under the first-order approximation in a one-dimensional (1-Dim) model, the FWHM
equals the product of the pupil diameter (in mm), the relative defocus (in diopter), and
the working distance (in meter) (Baker, 2009):

,

(2-3)

Figure 2.2.6 (Upper): 1-Dim APR light source configuration is projected on to the entrance pupil of
camera lens. (Lower): Each LED illumination provides a corresponding EPR photograph of eyes.
The crescent reflex images here were simulated EPR images from a myopic
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Figure 2.2.7 Simulated result of the relative reflex intensity along a testing meridian assuming a
5mm pupil diameter of the examined eye (Tan, 2009).

In practice, the APR light source design extends to a two dimensional arrangement, and
this light source panel is projected onto the plane of the camera lens. The relative reflex
intensity curves in Figure 2.2.7 will become a two dimensional nominal bell-shaped
surface in distance, as shown in Figure 2.2.8. Similarly, the higher the defocus is, the
wider the bell width would be. Using a 3-parameter (elliptical) surface fitting, a major and
a minor meridian can be determined with the maximum and the minimum widths
respectively. Consequently astigmatism can be quantitatively determined. This APR
hardware design and the analysis method were patented in the University of Tennessee
by Y.-L. Chen and J.W.L. Lewis (US patents # 7,427,135 and 7,878,652).
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In Baker‟s dissertation work (Baker, 2009), the APR hardware was assembled on the
laboratory bench top and the APR theory was tested using a Heine (HEINE) artificial
model eye (Figure 2.2.10). This commercial artificial model eye was designed for use in
medical training for practicing the operation of the retinoscope, a hand-held device
similar to the ophthalmoscope in Figure 1.1.3. This model eye comprises a positive lens,
an aperture, and a rough surface to mimic or simulate the focusing elements (lens and
cornea), the pupil, and the retina of human eye, respectively. The distance between the
lens and the rough surface can be adjusted to provide refractive errors setting from +6 to
-7 D in steps of a 0.5 D. The pupil size is also adjustable from 2 mm to 8 mm.

Figure 2.2.8 shows the APR 2-dim fitting result of Baker (Baker, 2009) for this artificial
eye at 0 diopter (upper picture) and -6 diopter (lower picture). He used a Gaussian-like
surface for the fitting to determine a maximum and a minimum FWHM and the rotation
angle of the coordinate (as shown in the right upper corner of each picture). The fitted
FWHM increased with the refractive error of the fake eye, as shown in the red line in
Figure 2.2.9. For comparison, theoretical predictions were performed by Tan (2009)
using a thin-lens model (black dashed line) and a modified Navarro eye model (blue
dash-dot line). The comparison showed some discrepancy that required further
investigation.
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Figure 2.2.8 APR 2-dimensional fitting results of the relative APS reflex intensity of an artificial
eye with pupil setting at 5 mm (Baker, 2009). The upper figure was result with the refractive error
of the eye at 0 diopter and the lower picture represents a myopic error of -6 diopter.
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Figure 2.2.9 Comparison of the experimentally determined widths (FWHM) using an artificial eye
(by Baker 2009) and the theoretical predictions (by Tan 2009). The pupil of eye was set at 5 mm
diameter. The symbols indicate the experimental results: red circle’s ο correspond to the max
width, the green x’s x corresponds to the min width, and the magenta triangle’s Δ corresponds to
the average of the two widths. The two other curves indicate the theoretical prediction results:
black dashed line corresponds to the use of thin lens eye model and the blue dash-dot line
corresponds to the simulation using an average human eye model lens.
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Figure 2.2.10 HEINE Skia / Retinoscope Trainer
(http://www.heine.com/eng_US/PRODUCTS/PRODUCT-OVERVIEW/OphthalmicInstruments/Indirect-Ophthalmoscopes/Model-Eyes-Skiascope-Trainer).
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CHAPTER III
BINOCULAR REFRACTION MEASUREMENT
This chapter describes the research for quantitative binocular refraction measurements
on human subjects using the APR concept that was introduced in the last section in
Chap. 2. Major advances include (1) construction of prototypes for binocular detection
for human eyes, (2) optical modification that shifts the APR system's inherent
neutralization from myopia (-1D) to hyperopia (+1D), which is to better suited for the
pediatric screening, (3) performance of clinical research to verify the APR technique, and
(4) identification and investigation of significant human factors in APR measurement.

3.1 Hardware Design for Binocular Refraction Test
Basic hardware design: Figure 3.1.1 shows the basic configuration of the binocular
APR system. The abbreviation of APS in the figure is the abbreviation for the "adaptive
photoscreening system" as named in the previously referenced Chen and Lewis UT
patent. In the past a few years, I had assembled the first APS prototype, APS-I, which
was used in the clinical test in the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) in 2009,
and a second prototype, APS-II to test in Wal-Mart Vision center in the latter half of
2011. Both prototypes used a computer that controlled the timing of the infrared
illumination toward the eyes (shown in red line path in Figure 3.1.1) and the high-speed
near-infrared (NIR) camera that captured the returned ocular signal (which is indicated
as the broad pink path). The infrared ray paths (overlapped red and pink infrared light
paths) were reflected 90 degrees by a hot mirror, and again by an alumina highreflectance mirror. The hot mirror reflected infrared but transmitted the visible light so
that the examinee would see the screen display without being aware of the on-going
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infrared ocular test. An optical beam-splitter (illustrated in green circle tilting with an
angle of 45 degree) was used to split the NIR rays (for both outgoing and returning
beams) and therefore combine the LED light source panel with the camera lens. The
computer also controlled a monitor screen to display a stationary picture or an animation
video to attract the patient‟s attention and control the gazing direction and the
accommodation while infrared test was performed. The working distance, which was
measured from the eyes to the camera lens (entrance pupil location), was 1 meter in
both APS-I and APS-II. The stimulus distance (screen to eyes) was 75 cm in APS-I and
50 cm in APS-II. The screen in APS-II could be removed so that we could use any
desired stimulus at any distance. The infrared illumination light was very weak compared
to both the screen light and the room light. The detailed specifications of the hardware
elements are given in Appendix A.
Binocular consideration: The binocular eye piece was designed according to the
statistical distribution of the inter-pupillary distance (IPD) in children and adults from
literature (as shown in the Figure 3.1.2). The APS binocular eye-piece was designed to
include two openings of 3-cm width, separated with a 3-cm space to satisfy the majority
of our examinees. Considering the typical iris diameter about 11 mm, these eye- piece
openings allowed the detection window for a minimum IPD of ~36 mm and maximum of
~77 mm.
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Figure 3.1.1 The basic setup of Adaptive Photoscreening System (APS) for pediatric vision
screening.

Figure 3.1.2 The population distribution of inter-pupillary distance (IPD) in children and adults
(Fledelius HC., Stubgaard M., 1986)
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NIR LED light source panel and NIR camera: The light source panels of the two APS
prototypes are shown in Figure 3.1.3. The effective diameter of each LED was 3-mm for
both prototypes. Not indicated in the figure, APS-II also includes one probe LED located
beside the coaxial LED for the purpose of adjusting camera/LED exposure time and gain
(see Appendix A). An 11-mm aperture was mounted in front of the camera lens to
replace the original optical entrance pupil of the camera. The symmetric LED panel was
aligned to be reflected to this aperture plane. Because of the requirement for quantitative
analysis, for each LED the emission performance parameters (angular or illuminating
distribution at the eye-piece area and the radiation response to electrical driving pulse)
and the camera performance parameters (gain, exposure time, and intensity calibration)
were carefully calibrated (see Appendix B).

Figure 3.1.3 Illuminating LED panels of APS-I (left) and APS-II (right).

Neutralization Shift in APS-II: Photorefraction methods have an inherit refraction bias,
which is equal to the reciprocal of the working distance, WD. As the Eq. (2-1) shows, the
PR method detects the relative defocus, ∆Rx, rather than the direct refractive error, Rx, of
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the eye. The working distance is a positive value measured from the light source to the
eye. Most current PR devices, as well as the two APS prototypes are operated at 1
meter of distance, and this produces a -1D (myopic) offset to its measurement. Because
the preference of detecting myopia over hyperopia in pediatric screening (Table 1-5), an
optical modification was made in the second APS prototype to shift the neutralization
from -1D to +1D. To do this, a +2D positive lens was inserted in the light path between
the eye and the PR system as shown in upper Figure 3.1.4. Through this lens, the PR
system appeared to be, relative to the eye, in a new location, S2. The equations for the
new neutralization and the image magnification are given in the middle of Figure 3.1.4.
In a similar manner, as illustrated in the lower part of Figure 3.1.4, relative to the
camera, through the lens, the eye and reflex appear to be at a new location, S1.
In APS-II, I placed a NIR +2D lens in front of the eye (distance,

), Table 3-1

shows that the PR camera & LEDs appear as if they are located at 102 cm behind the
eye (virtual image). As a result, the PR neutralization switches from near-sightedness of
-1D to far-sightedness at +0.98D. To the camera the eye appears larger by 1.19 times.
The camera and LED panel appear larger to the eye as well.

Table 3-1 Prediction of PR neutralization shift using a +2D lens as shown in Figure 3.1.4.

lens
to eye

neutralization
(hyperopic)

PR
magnification

eye image (eye
side of lens)

eye
magnification

eye image
to PR

d

X

S2/(WD-d)

S1

S1/d

S1+(WD-d)

m

D

no unit

m

no unit

m

0.08

0.98

1.19

0.10

1.19

1.02
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Figure 3.1.4 Using a +2D lens to shift the neutralization from -1D to +1D.

3.2 Theoretical Consideration
Photorefraction performs a double pass reflex measurement of the tested eye. The light
sources in the APS were near infrared (NIR) 3-mm LEDs with wavelength at 810nm ±
20nm). The rays enter the eye, reach the retina, and the unabsorbed portion is scattered
and reflected. The portion of light that exits the eye is commonly called the reflex. The
APS camera that is located near the LED source detects the portion of the reflex that
falls onto its entrance pupil.
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Forward path: During the first pass from an APS LED, the intensity distribution on the
retina is expressed as the convolution of the two intensity distribution functions, L and
:

I R  L  PSF1st .

(3-1)

L in (3-1) is the spatial intensity (radiation) distribution of the LED, and

is the point

spread function that represents the imaging performance of the “optical system”. As
illustrated in Figure 3.2.1,

is the illuminance distribution of the retinal image from

a “point source” (Smith, G. and Atchison, D.A., 1997). In (3-1), I have made a very safe
assumption that the PSF1st is independent of the point source location within the LED
surface area since the 3-mm diameter LEDs are located 1 meter away from the eye. In
fact, even for the whole APS LED panel that includes more than 30 LEDs, the maximum
extent of field is less than 3-cm at 1 meter distance so that the maximum field angle is
less than 2 degrees.
The intensity

shown in Eq. (3-1) is the complex conjugate product of the

amplitude point-spread function,

, and

includes both the amplitude and the

phase information.

PSF1st  ( PSFa )( PSFa ) * ,

(3-1a)

Pupil function: The black-box representation of any optical system can be expressed
by the PSFa on the image plane. Also, the optical performance can be defined as a twodimensional function at the exit pupil plane. A pupil function, P(X, Y), describes the
optical system with an amplitude transmittance, A(X, Y), and the wavefront aberration,
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W(X, Y), where X and Y are the Cartesian coordinate on the pupil plane (Atchison, D.A.
and Smith, G., 2000); i.e.,

P( X ,Y )  A( X ,Y ) exp  ikW ( X ,Y ), where k  2 /  .

(3-1b)

The complex amplitude transmittance, A(X, Y), in (3-1b) describes the media absorption,
scattering, and apodization. The Stiles-Crawford effect (Stiles, W.S. and Crawford, B.H.,
1933) of human eyes can be included in A(X, Y) with an apodization function,

exp[  / 2)( X 2  Y 2 )] , where  is the Stiles-Crawford attenuation factor. The factor
of “1/2” in the exponent is to account for the amplitude representation of A(X, Y) instead
of the intensity as noted by Krakau (1974). The population statistics of the  value
across

the

pupil

radius

can

be

found

in

literature

(Applegate,

R.

A.,

&

Lakshminarayanan, 1993).
When scattering, absorption, and apodization are ignored, the amplitude transmittance is
simply the aperture function, which is unity inside the aperture and zero outside the
aperture (pupil).
The wavefront aberration, W(X,Y), in (3-1b) describes the refractive error, monochromatic
high-order aberrations, and chromatic aberration. If there is no aberration, W(X, Y) would
be zero throughout the pupil and the pupil function reduces to the amplitude
transmittance. In the APS measurement and in this dissertation, the refractive error
measurement is the primary goal. Higher-order aberrations, while certainly possible, are
not typical for children. Chen (2008; 2009) describes using our system to detect and
categorize such aberrations. For a defocus of
can be derived using simple geometry:
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, the wavefront aberration in (3-1b)

Wdefocus( X , Y ) 

Rx  ( X 2  Y 2 ) Rx 3  ( X 2  Y 2 ) 2

 .......
,
2
8

(3-1c)

 Rx   / 2
2

, where  is the polar coordinate on the pupil plane. We can see that

(Rx / 2)

corresponds to the second-order wavefront coefficient, W2,0.

Fourier Transform Relationship: The PSFa in (3-1a) is the Fourier transform of the
pupil function in (3-1b):

PSFa  FT P( X , Y )
 FT { A( X , Y ) exp[ ikW ( X , Y )]}

,

(3-1d)

 FT { A( X , Y )}  FT {exp[ikW ( X , Y )]}
In (3-1d), I have separated the amplitude point spread function into two parts.
First, consider only the first part at the last line of (3-1d). When the media scattering,
absorption, and Stiles-Crawford effect are ignored, the amplitude point spread function is
the Fourier Transform of the aperture function alone. The typical circular aperture leads
to the Bessel function of the first kind, order one. The intensity PSF is the product of its
complex conjugate square, which leads directly to the familiar Airy disk PSF with a width

~ (1.22  F # ) , where F# is the F-number of optical system. In the ocular system, the
back focal length is about 16 mm, and the pupil size is between 1- to 8- mm depending
on the environmental lighting and the age of the subject. When the pupil size is smaller
than 2-mm, for visible light the Airy disk dimension would be about 5-um on the retina.
For human eye, 20/20 vision corresponds to ~5-um resolution on the retina. Therefore,
diffraction could play a role only when pupil size is much less than 2-mm. Therefore,
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under normal pupil conditions, diffraction can be ignored, and geometric optics provides
an adequate description.
The wavefront aberration is given in the last factor of Eq. (3-1d). Ideal thin lens means
“zero high-order aberration”. The wavefront of the second order defocus in (3-1c) can be
substitute into (3-1d) and apply the Fourier-Bessel transform integration over the pupil
area. The presence of the defocus of (3-1c) simply shifts the focused image
longitudinally.
When diffraction can be ignored, geometric optics provides an excellent estimation for
the size of PSF. Atchison and Smith used geometric optical analysis to derive the size of
retina blur in the presence of defocus. Under the two assumptions that (1) the distance
from the entrance pupil to the front principal plane is ignorable compared to the object
distance (the ratio is the error), and (2) the distance from the front nodal point to the front
principal point is negligible compared to the distance of “far point” of the eye (i.e. the
reciprocal of the refractive error), then the PSF equals the product of the ocular defocus,
and the eye‟s (entrance) pupil diameter,

(Atchison, D.A. and Smith, G., 2000, p.

83 Eq. 9.17). There is no dimension for the PSF size since it is expressed in radians.

Figure 3.2.1 Point Spread Function (PSF) is the illuminance distribution in the image of a point
source.
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In general, the size of the single pass PSF is dominated by the defocus over diffraction,
high-order aberration, and scattering. As just described, diffraction contributes an Airy
disk blur with width of (
of width of (

⁄ ) and the defocus contributes a circular function

). For example, for a of 3-mm pupil eye with defocus of 1 diopter

and wavelength of 0.8um as used the APS system, the Airy disk is about 5.2 m or 0.32
mrad, and the defocus circular function is 3 mrad, which is an order of magnitude larger
higher than that of diffraction. Defocus contributes most significantly to the blur and is,
therefore, the first to be corrected in the clinic.
Retinal scattering: In the layers of retina, part of the incident light will be absorbed. The
remainder continues to propagate through the layers of the retina and is scattered along
the way. The pigment epithelium, whose optical properties vary significantly with race,
absorbs some of the excess light. The rest of stray light eventually reaches the choroid
and sclera, which are highly reflecting, back-scattering tissues. The choroid is mainly
vascularized with blood with high absorption in short wavelength light and large
scattering in the longer wavelength region (Delori, F.C. & Pflibsen, K.P., 1989; Atchison,
D.A. and Smith, G., 2000).
Assuming that the retinal reflective scattering has lost the direction and phase
information and that the radiation starting from an illuminated point on the retinal surface
can be expressed as RS , the retinal radiation is then expressed as

I R '  I R  RS .

(3-2)
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The prime, „, in this equation indicates the back scattered light from retina instead of the
incident light. Similar to what I assumed earlier, again, I have assumed in (3-2) that the
retina is locally isoplanatic over the APS illumination area.
Return path: We can assume the point spread function of the return path is the same as
the forward path (i.e. reversible) since the optical system, ocular media, and wavefront
aberrations are identical. Therefore, the intensity and amplitude point spread are as
described in equation (3-1). The intensity distribution at the detector plane is the
convolution of the retinal back-scattered intensity,

I D  I R ' (u,v)  PSF
 I R ' PSF

.

, with the PSF:

(3-3)

Since the imaging processes in the forward and return paths flip the coordinates but the
optical system PSF does not flip the coordinate, (3-3) corrects the signs to compensate
the process. The convolution operation

, is then changed to be a correlation operation

.

Retinal reflex: The reflex from a point source is the double-pass point spread function
(see Figure 3.2.1 and then Figure 3.2.2). Whether the reflex is divergent or convergent,
it propagates toward the original point source. The total reflex of a LED is again, the
convolution of the light source function with the double-pass point spread function:

I D  I R ' PSF
 ( I R  RS )  PSF
 {[ L  PSF ]  RS }  PSF .
 L  ( PSF  PSF )  RS

(3-4)

 L  PSFd
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The auto-correlation of PSF in (3-4) destroys any asymmetry in the single pass PSF
(Atchison, D.A. and Smith, G., 2000, p. 198; Artal, P., Marcos, S., Navarro, R., and
Williams, D.R.,, 1995)

Distant Reflex: Assume that the retinal scattering is ignorable and that the scattering
function does not exist; i.e.,

is a delta function and can therefore be removed from Eq.

(3-4). The contribution of the defocus to the PSF is an evenly distributed bright spot
expressed by a circular function with the diameter equal to (

). From the auto-

correlation of two circular functions,

would be a cone- or trumpet-like function with

FWHM approximately equals to (

) . The retinal reflex propagates along the

original incident path with the reversed direction (Figure 3.2.2). At a detection distance
of

, the reflex intensity distribution extends over a circular area with a radius (and the

FWHM) equal to (

) . Here, for simplification I have dropped the retinal

scattering function.

Figure 3.2.2 Distant reflex of an eye.
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Pupil Reflex: In the APR system, a camera is placed at this location (distance at

) to

capture the distant reflex signal. Only a portion of the reflex that enters the camera
entrance pupil (Figure 3.2.3) is registered. The APS camera lens is focused on the
examinee‟s eyes. The captured portion of reflex shapes the pupil images, which is called
the pupil reflex, as shown in the lower part of Figure 3.2.3. The crescent appearance
indicates which part of the reflex is captured when the rays originate from the pupil
surface. Captured simultaneously by the camera, the reflex from right eye (OD) and left
eye (OS) can be identified and their intensities can be quantified by integrating the pupil
images in the photograph.

Figure 3.2.3 The detection of eccentric photorefraction and the pupil reflex image.

APS reflex: To obtain a description of the distant reflex intensity profile, a detector must
scan or sample across the space (See Figure 3.2.4). Instead of doing this, APS uses a
single video camera and a sequence of 30+ co-axial eccentric LEDs with 1 coaxial LED
to scan the reflex intensity profile. This is based on the earlier assumption of the same
PSF for all the APS LEDs. Since the reflex follows the path toward the original LED, the
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APS multi-meridian, multi-eccentricity detection is equivalent to scanning the detector in
space.
The LED spacing determines the sensitivity of the refraction measurement. If the radius
of the reflex cone is small related to the LED spacing, the reflex size (and shape) would
be difficult to be resolved by the APS detection. In addition, the finite camera lens
aperture limited the sampling resolution. Although the distant reflex has a FWHM that
linearly increases with the eye‟s pupil and the defocus, the APS-detected reflex is
modified by the detector aperture, sampling spacing, and LED size.
Figure 2.2.7 is a ZEMAX (ZEMAX: Software For Optical System Design) simulation
result using a perfect thin lens model (i.e., no high-order aberration), performed by Tan
(2009). As the figure shows, the predicted reflex intensity distribution has a FWHM that
increases monotonically with the defocus. In a similar computation shown in Figure
3.2.5, the FWHM that is to be detected is almost exactly equivalent to (WD  p  Rx ) .
The only exception is the blue lines (i.e. when defocus equals to 1 diopter and the reflex
cone is the smallest). In my APS experiments, the working distance is 1 meter. Pupil
size of the human subject is always between 2 to 8 mm. If an eye has a 1 diopter
defocus with respect to the APR system, the reflex (FWHM) at the detector plane would
be about the size of the pupil diameter. To resolve the reflex size, the LED spacing must
be smaller than the pupil size. The discrepancy occurs due to the size of detector, which
is 10-mm diameter in the experiment and is barely sufficient to resolve the reflex profile.
When the pupil size is smaller, the FWHM of the relative reflex intensity profile will
deviate further from the linear relationship with pupil size and defocus.
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Figure 3.2.4 APS synchronized video detection of sequence of LEDs performs an equivalent
sampling of the distant reflex.

Figure 3.2.5 APR simulation result performed by Tan (2009). The Y-axis is the relative reflex
intensity as shown in Figure 2.2.7. The PR eccentricity on the X-axis is normalized by the related
defocus, pupil diameter, and the working distance and become dimensionless.
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3.3 Laboratory Study
APS refraction measurement: The binocular prototypes were tested in the laboratory
on a volunteer and the results were compared to the artificial eye results that were
mentioned earlier (Figure 2.2.10). As shown in Figure 3.3.1, the APS acquired a
sequence of infrared PR images for one binocular refraction measurement. The LEDs
illuminated the binocular eye-piece in the timed and rapid sequence from the inner ring
to the outer ring. The coaxial PR image was acquired before illumination and detection
of each of the five rings of LEDs. Two additional images were acquired without LED
illumination to determine the reference ambient lighting level. Thus, a total of 37 PR
images were recorded for one measurement in typically less than a second.

Binocular refraction analysis: The regions of interest were the two pupil reflex regions
in the photograph (top of Figure 3.3.1). The pupils of the right eye (OD) and the left eye
(OS) were identified from each of the 37 PR images with LABVIEW program (National
Instruments). The intensity of each pupil reflex was plotted versus the LED‟s location
(eccentricity, , and meridian, ). Shown in the lower portion of Figure 3.3.1 are the two
corresponding plots (simplified as one-dimensional representations). As mentioned in
the last section of Chap. 2, the FWHM in the plot was used to determine the refractive
status of the eye. The two-dimensional fitting (as shown in Figure 2.2.8) determines the
three refractive variables, including the astigmatism.
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Figure 3.3.1 For a single APR test, a series of 37 images were recorded, and the intensities of
each pupil were calculated.

3.3.1 Measurement with an artificial eye
There are clearly benefits of using an artificial eye for calibration. Human eyes are both
much more complex and complicated in nature than simple schematic eyes normally
used for theoretical consideration. For example, during a measurement, the actual
human eyes are constantly moving /changing, including translation and rotation; the lens
exhibit accommodation and the pupils dilate. In contrast, an artificial eye can be fixed at
a constant refractive state with a known pupil size, and excluding the errors from
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detection system, the results would be repeatable. Measurements from an artificial eye
can be compared to the theoretical prediction as well as to the results of human eyes.
The discrepancy will assist the understanding and identification of the problems to model
correctly the theory and to improve the system.
Image process: The APS-I image contains 480x180 pixels (upper Figure 3.3.2), with a
spatial resolution of 5.7 pixel/mm. After images were taken, the pupil margin was
identified (see Section 3.6 “pupil location”), and the Purkinje image (the small corneal
reflection spot) was also identified and truncated using a 2-dimensional spline
interpolation (see Figure 3.3.2). The reflex image was cropped and numerically resized
to a circular disk within a 51X51-points image. The false-color (8-levels) imaging was
used to illustrate the intensity distribution, as shown at the right of Figure 3.3.2). The
cropped reflex image may be easier to visualize when presented at the location
corresponding to the where the illuminating LED was in the photographing process.
Figure 3.3.3 showed the processed co-axial and the inner two rings of eccentric PR
images in the APS measurement. The eccentric PR reflex images showed clearly the
crescent feature. For near-sighted eye conditions, the bright crescents were located
outward. For far-sighted eyes, the bright crescents were formed with an inward
curvature. Neutralization (defocus = 0) occurred near the refractive error of -1D as
expected. This feature of APS measurements was published in a book chapter 10 coauthored in 2009 (Infrared Photorefraction Screening).
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Figure 3.3.2 Top: APR image from coaxial (LED 0) shows a -5D artificial eye with the pupil size of
3mm; Bottom from left to right: pupil edge and Purkinje image (center) were identified by APR
software marked with red pixels, pupil image with Purkinje image removed, pupil image after hole
interpolated, cropped and resized (51x51) pupil image with 8-level false-color coded.

Figure 3.3.3 Color coded pupil image of Heine artificial eye. The refractive error of each eye was
labeled on the corner.
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APR analysis: The mean intensity of each reflex was calculated by averaging over the
intensity value within the pupil area. Ambient light was determined and subtracted by the
average of the last two APR images. Subsequently, the intensities were normalized by
the (corresponding) illumination that was pre-calibrated (Appendix B Calibration). The 37
reflex intensities were plotted versus the LED location (

). The eccentricity, , was

defined from the outer boundary of LED to the outer boundary of camera aperture.
Baker (2009) used a two-dimensional curve-fitting with three parameters to obtain the
sphero-cylindrical refractive power. In addition to the Gaussian form, a normalized
Cauchy profile was performed to fit both the one-dimensional curve (only intensity
versus

) and a two-dimensional surface (intensity versus (

)). Both equations are

given by:

Gaussian:

( )

,

(3-5)

where x is the eccentricity and  describes the width, and

(

(

)

)

,

(3-6)

(3-7)

, where ( x, y,  ) describe the LED location and (a, b, c) describe the fitted width:
√

( )

(3-8)
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Cauchy:

( )

(

(3-9)

)

(

(3-10)

)

The full-width at the half-maximum of the fitted curve would be:
(3-11)

Since the artificial eye had no cylindrical refractive error, a one-dimensional fitting could
be visualized more clearly as to how well the fitting analysis described the measured
data points. Both Gaussian and normalized Cauchy fitting results were shown in Figure
3.3.4. Cauchy fitting had a slightly better fit in general. It also seemed to perform better
in fitting human data as I will subsequently describe in Figure 3.3.9. The twodimensional surface fitting, which is not shown, exhibited similar behavior.
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Figure 3.3.4 Both Gaussian and Cauchy-like bell- shape fitting show good agreements with the
PR mean intensity values.

Results: The measurements of the artificial eye were acquired under five pupil size
conditions, 3.3-, 4.-4, 5.5-, 6.6-, and 8.8-mm diameters, and refractive errors were
adjusted from -7D to +6D in 0.5D increments. Using the Cauchy fitting method, the
FWHM results of the reflex from the artificial eye were plotted in Figure 3.3.5. The
results showed a monotonic and stable increase with both the refractive errors and the
pupil diameter, indicating the feasibility of APR approach. As discussed earlier, the
FWHM was roughly proportional to both pupil diameter and the refractive defocus,
(

|

|) in the thin-lens model. To examine this relationship, Figure

3.3.6 presents the Y-axis in “ FWHM / p ”. The convergence of the data points showed
that the thin-lens model actually described the fake eye reasonably well. In fact, the
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artificial eye appeared to exhibit pupil dependence somewhat higher than linear in the
middle-to high-refraction region. Because of the limited sizes of the light source and
detector in the PR system, the FWHM of the reflex was no longer a simple linear
equation but rather a function of pupil and defocus; i.e.,

(

).

Assuming pupil and defocus were not coupled in the equation, a simple modification
could simplify the relationship between

and

. A 1.5-mm shift was also

applied. Figure 3.3.7 showed the modification using the power of 1.5 instead of 1 on
pupil diameter, and the result was very impressive.
In the artificial eye measurement of Figure 3.3.5, Figure 3.3.6 and Figure 3.3.7, it is
noticeable that the FWHM curves were not symmetrically mirrored along the PR
neutralization of -1D as theoretically predicted. The FWHM seemed to be higher in the
hyperopic side. Under a more careful examination, the results were found to be actually
symmetric about the refractive error of -1.25D instead of -1D. This discrepancy of 0.25D
could be a result of chromatic shift from the visible wavelength of 555 nm to the 810 nm
in the APS system. In other words, the refraction of a system is, as is well known,
dependent on the wavelength. For human eye, there is a ~0.5D difference from red to
blue. Another possible source of was that the artificial eye adjusting gauge on the fake
eye had a visible misalignment that couldn‟t be correct or verified. The 0.25D difference
was hereby corrected.
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Figure 3.3.5 FWHMs of the reflex and refractive Error under various conditions of an artificial eye.
The monotonic increase from the minimum around -1D indicates that the FWHM of reflex can be
used to determine the human eye reflective error once the pupil diameter is known.
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Figure 3.3.6 The dependence of pupil size on the FWHM was examined. The artificial eye FWHM
data indicate a non-linear dependence on pupil diameter.
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Figure 3.3.7 The dependence of pupil size on the FWHM was further examined. The artificial eye
FWHM data seemed to scale as the pupil diameter to the power of 1.5.
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Figure 3.3.8 The relative PR reflex intensity of the artificial eye with 3.3, 5.5, and 8.8 mm pupil.
The X-axis was normalized by the defocus, pupil diameter, and camera working distance. The
defocus of each line was indicated at the upper right of the plot.
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Figure 3.3.9 Theoretical study performed by Bo Tan (2009) using an ideal thin lens model. The
width of reflex profile is fundamentally equal to the pupil diameter times refraction difference times
the working distance, except for the +-1D (blue).
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To further investigate on how the measured reflex of the fake eye compared to the
theoretical prediction, the fitted curves from the measured data were plotted in Figure
3.3.8, and are to be compared to the prediction provided by Tan (2009) in Figure 3.3.9.
The comparison shows close agreement. The artificial eye reflex has a smaller FWHM
after normalized by the pupil diameter and defocus. As theoretically predicted, the linear
relationship of reflex FWHM broke down when either the pupil was very small compared
to the camera aperture or when the refractive error approached the neutralization
condition. Again, Figure 3.3.8 showed that the linear relationship of defocus,

, was

retained in the artificial eye while the pupil dependence had been modified from the thinlens model, which is probably due to the limited LED size and detector aperture from
ideal.

3.3.2 Measurement on an adult volunteer using contact lenses
The ultimate goal of APS test was to determine binocular refraction of human eye. In this
section, human data were acquired and compared to the artificial eye result. Eye or head
movement, pupil response, and the accommodation of lens could not be completely
controlled in a live eye without using a mydriatic drug. However, the position of pupil, the
pupil size could be measured from the APR images directly and corrected in the
analysis. The amplitude of accommodation may be relaxed by using a positive lens to
blur the examinee‟s vision. Accommodation is also very limited for the presbyopia eyes
and therefore would not pose much difficulty.
Objectives: An objective of this preliminary human study was to compare to the result of
the artificial eye and to identify the differences and corrections required for the theory. In
addition, this preliminary study will evaluate the suitable APS testing condition(s) for
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subsequent human clinical trials. The effects from the environmental light and fixation
screen and the use of a positive trial lens to relax accommodation were considered.
Method: To investigate effects of the lighting and the trial lens, a total of five series of
measurements were made. A pair of trial lens of +1.5 D was inserted between the hot
mirror and the screen for relaxing possible accommodation. The lens shifted the image
of screen from 75cm to infinity. The trial lenses were not in the infrared light path of APS
illumination and detection. Table 3-2 listed the environmental condition of the 5 tests.
Using contact lenses, we could imitate various degrees of refractive errors on a single
human eye. In each experiment, a series of refractive conditions was measured using
APS-I from volunteer wearing different contact lenses. The right eye (OD) and left eye
(OS) of this volunteer had clinical manifest refractive errors of (-6.75D +0.5D X155) and
(-5.75D +0.50D X75) respectively. With contact lenses from -4D to +10D, refractive
errors from -10.5D to +4.5D were produced from the 2 eyes.

Table 3-2 Environmental conditions of five APS experiments. Each included a series of
measurements with contact lenses to provide a wide range of refraction condition.

Test
1
2
3
4
5

Accommodation
Relax Lens

Bino-/monoMeasurement

NO

Binocular

YES

Binocular

Room light

Fixation Screen

ON

Bright

ON

Dark

NO

OFF

Dark

No
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Binocular
One eye at a time
Binocular

Figure 3.3.10 Human subject tested under binocular view measurement with OD -5D (wearing a
contact lens, in the left of the image) and OS -6D.

Figure 3.3.11 Bell-shape fitting in one-dimensional. The subject has a -1D contact lens on to
produce the total effective refractive error -5D.
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Results: An example image of the APS-I binocular measurement is shown in Figure
3.3.10. In this specific image, the volunteer was wearing a -1D contact lens on OD
producing the refractive error of -5.5 D, and no contact lens was worn on the OS. Both
the image process and data analysis were the same as described in the artificial eye
section. A typical bell shape fitting was shown in Figure 3.3.11 for the contact lens eye.
Figure 3.3.12 showed the reflex FWHM measured from the right eye (OD) in the five
testing conditions. Although not shown in the figure, the OS reflex data were also well
aligned to this OD plot.
Accommodation relaxing lens (trial lens): From the data of Tests 1 and 2 in Figure
3.3.12, no fundamental difference between measurements with and without the
accommodation relaxing lens on this specific examinee was found. In the other words,
accommodation activity during the experiment was not found. The refractions of the
tested eyes were more confident.
Environment lighting condition: Lighting conditions had a major impact on reflex
FWHM measurement. Comparing the two sets of experiments with room light on, Test
#1 (bright fixation screen, blue diamond symbols in Figure 3.3.12) had a significantly
lower reflex FWHM than Test #3 (dark fixation screen, green triangle symbols). Also,
when comparing measurements with a dark fixation screen, Test #3 (room light on,
green triangles) had clearly lower FWHM than the results in Test #5 (room light off,
orange circle symbols). These differences were mainly caused by pupil response under
different illuminations. The pupil sizes of the examinee in Test #1 and #2 had a pupil
diameter of 3.01 ± 0.11mm (mean ± stdev), while Test 3 and Test 5 has a pupil size of
4.02 ± 0.16mm and 5.30 ± 0.19mm, respectively. In general, the room light affected the
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pupil response less significantly than the fixation screen lighting because the light rays
from the fixation screen entered the pupil directly.
Monocular test: Test #4 was a special case when experiment was performed on
examinee in that one eye was covered at a time (monocular test). When compared to
the results of Test #3 and Test #5, we were surprised to find that although the tested eye
was in the room light, the pupil response was influenced by the covered eye and had a
larger pupil as if it was in the dark. The pupil diameters were 5.09 ± 0.24mm. Monocular
viewing generally tends to be more myopic due to the accommodation (Atchison, D.A.
and Smith, G., 2000, p. 76). However, this specific examinee showed no significant sign
of accommodation, and the larger pupil size seemed to be responsible for the larger
FWHM.
Pupil dependence: Figure 3.3.13 illustrates the parameter (FWHM / P) relative to the
refractive error. The result showed similar correlation with a variation slightly higher than
linear that was shown in the thin lens model and the artificial eye measurements (see
Figure 3.3.6). For comparison, the results of Figure 3.3.14 were obtained using the
pupil variation of power of 1.5. The result showed improvement over linear correlation in
this human eye.
There‟s a noticeable shift in the neutralization point, which may due either to the
wavelength change from visible to infrared, as was mentioned in the previous section,
and/or to the fact that the eye prescription had changed between the eye examination
and the APS experiments.
Comparison to result of the artificial eye: Figure 3.3.15 illustrates for comparison the
results of both the human subject and the artificial eye at similar pupil size. The artificial
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eye had a measured pupil size of 4.4-mm, while the human subject is 4.02 ± 0.16-mm.
Two major discrepancies were observed. The first was the shift of neutralization to about
-2D in the human data. The second was the overall higher FWHM measurement result
at the same defocus (related to neutralization point). The manifest refractive errors
measurement of human eye may vary from clinician to clinician, but they usually do so
within a 0.5D difference.
To identify the source of discrepancy, combined color-coded maps of the human test
(Figure 3.3.16) were compared to the artificial model eye data (Figure 3.3.3). Refractive
errors ranged from +4D to -7D. All pupil images are positioned according to the LED
locations along different meridians; only the first 13 pupil reflex images were shown in
each picture for illustration. The overall patterns between the two were comparable.
There was no high-order aberration observed in this individual eye or the artificial eye.
Other sources of discrepancy associated with human eyes remained to be identified in
the later sections.
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Figure 3.3.12 APS-I measurements of the OD of a human volunteer under environment
conditions listed in Table 3-2. The range of refractive error conditions was achieved with the use
of contact lenses.
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Figure 3.3.13 FWHM vs. Refractive Error. Five tests were performed: 1) room lights on, screen
on, no trial lens, binocular; 2) screen on, lights on, binocular, with trial lens; 3) lights on, screen
off, no lens, binocular; 4) lights on, screen off, no lens, monocular; 5) lights off, screen off, no
lens, binocular.
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Figure 3.3.14 Pupil dependence of FWHM shows better agreement after applying a shift 1.5mm
and a power of 1.5.
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Figure 3.3.15 FHWM vs. Refractive Error. The FWHM results from a human eye (with contact
lenses, in red symbols) appear to be higher than those of the artificial eye (in blue symbols).
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Figure 3.3.16 Color-coded pupil image of a human eye with contact lens to present various
degrees of refractive error. The refractive errors are as indicated.

3.4 Pilot Clinical Test on Adults
Objective: The pilot clinical trial study was performed to obtain a human data from
cooperative adults 18 years old and older with the objective to identify potential problems
for development and improvement of the technique, but not with the purpose of
evaluating the device at the final stage of design.

3.4.1 Method
The first pilot clinical test of APS-I on adult subjects was performed in Oct. 25-30, 2009
at the school of optometry, the University of Alabama, Birmingham. 45 optometry
students in the class 2011 and 2012 and a few professors were recruited and tested.
The institutional review board (IRB) in UAB reviewed and approved this pilot study of
human testing. An IRB-approved consent form was obtained from each participant prior
the test.
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Cohort condition: The distribution of the vision (refractive errors) status at the time was
given in Figure 3.4.1. The cohort consisted mostly of near-sighted eyes and a smaller
number of emmetropic (neutral or within +/- 0.5D) eyes. There were very few far-sighted
eyes. Since most of the volunteers were optometry students, all subjects were
considerably young adults. Without resorting to extensive references, it is suggested that
this distribution of refractive errors is not unusual for young adults with higher levels of
education. All of the eyes were healthy eyes other than refractive errors. Genders were
equally distributed. All the eyes were examined clinically, and the manifest refractive
errors of all eyes were obtained as gold standard. No mydriatic eye drops were used;
i.e., tests were performed under dry conditions so that all eyes were not dilated with
drugs, and the accommodations were not disabled.
Testing protocol: The APS-I testing for each participant included three refraction
measurements under different lighting conditions: 1) normal room light (light on) and the
APS-I screen on in a blue screen mode, 2) room light on and screen off (all dark), and 3)
both room light and screen were turned off. The response to the different lighting
condition produced different pupil sizes. No trial lens was used in the trial. The total time
of the three tests took was only a minute.
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Figure 3.4.1 Refractive error distribution of our UAB clinic test for APS-I.

3.4.2 Result
Astigmatism: Astigmatism is one of the targeted disorders of pediatric vision screening
(see Table 1-3). In the UAB cohort of 43 volunteers with available data, there were 10
astigmatic eyes (defined by cylinder greater than 1 diopter) from 8 volunteers. APS
measured refractive error by fitting a three-variables Gaussian or Cauchy-like surface to
determine maximum and minimum FWHMs at the two corresponding principal meridians
and to find their orientation. The angle of astigmatism was the fitted parameter θ, and
the amplitude difference between the two FWHMs (Equations 3-6, 3-7 and 3-10) was the
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cylinder of astigmatism. Near- or far-sightedness were determined by the intensity
gradient in the reflex. Near-sightedness had a gradient pointed outward and vice versa.
Six of the ten astigmatic eyes were very clearly shown in the APS-I FWHM
measurements that will be described later. There were a few very interesting cases that
merit mentioning. When the astigmatism spherical equivalent SE (mean refraction) of an
eye was close to the neutralization, the two principal meridians would appear as one
near- and the other far-sighted. Figure 3.4.2 shows such cases. Eye ID = 1024OD
(upper row) had a S1 = 0.25D refractive error at the meridian of 120o and the S2 = -1.5D
at 30°(S = 0.25D, C = -1.75D X = 120°). Because the neutralization of APS-I was -1D,
the refractive defocuses were negative at 30°and positive at 120°. As a result, the color
map showed an interesting pattern instead of rotationally symmetry. A second such
example was the eye with subject ID = 1026OD (lower row) that exhibited a similar
situation with S1 = 0.5D at 92°and S2 = -1.5D at 2 degrees. The middle two images in
the figure showed the magnitude of the widths, and the right two images illustrated the 2dimensional surface-fitting from the reflex intensity.
Both false-color maps (left) initially appear to be asymmetric, which indicates the
presence of high-order aberrations. However, when examined further, the images both
faithfully and with sensitivity display the reversed symmetric patterns at the correct
astigmatic angles that agree with the clinical measurements.
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Figure 3.4.2 Astigmatism case #1024 and #1026.

Measurement of refractive errors: Plotted in Figure 3.4.3 was the result of APS
measured reflex “

” versus the eye‟s (clinically measured) refraction. Both

refractions along the two major meridians (Smax and Smin) were used in Figure 3.4.3.
These data included 43 subjects and 86 eyes under three lighting conditions (i.e., 516
data points). The parameter

increased with the defocus centered around -1D.

Two linearly fitted lines were obtained and are included in the plot. In near-sighted eyes,
the fitted line had a slope very close to -1, which was predicted by the thin lens model.
Assuming the linear relationship, the refractive error of each APS eye measurement was
derived, and the results were shown in Figure 3.4.4 and Figure 3.4.5.
The result showed a ±1.2D standard error of the spherical aberration in APS-I
measurement (Figure 3.4.4) when compared to clinical eye examined measurement.
Figure 3.4.5 shows the comparison between the clinical eye-examination and the APS
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measurement. By analyzing the average difference and the mean of the two (BlandAltman plot), for all three parameters of refractive error: the spherical equivalent (SE),
regular cross cylinder (J0) and irregular cross cylinder (J45). Again, the result showed a
standard error of ~1.2D and the cylindrical error up to 0.84D. Comparing to the random
error of 0.25 to 0.5D caused by the choice of examiners and the eye variations such as
accommodation and the 0.5D of most of the commercial monocular autorefractors that
were used in the optometry/ophthalmic office, this APS-I result obtained with this linear
approach was far from satisfactory. Although, APS was not intended to attain a standard
error of 0.25D, which is the best performance of a clinical measurement, a measurement
uncertainty of no greater than 0.5D is desired.
When applying a higher pupil power of 1.5 to correct the FWHM as performed in Figure
3.3.7 and Figure 3.3.14, Figure 3.4.3 was corrected to obtain Figure 3.4.6, and the new
refractive error measurements results were shown in Figure 3.4.7 and Figure 3.4.8. The
standard error of APS measurement on the mean refraction of humans decreased from
1.20D to 1.06D.
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Figure 3.4.3 FWHM normalized by pupil size vs. Refractive Error. Two calibration lines (red and
green) were fitted for both negative and positive defocus respectively.
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Figure 3.4.4 Comparison of APR measurement with the clinical result for spherical aberration.
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Figure 3.4.5 Bland-Altman plots from top to bottom: spherical equivalent (SE), cylinders (J0, J45).
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Figure 3.4.6 FWHM normalized by pupil size vs. Refractive Error. Two calibration lines (red and
green) were fitted for both negative and positive defocus respectively.
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Figure 3.4.7 Correlation shows improvement after a power correction applied.
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Figure 3.4.8 Bland-Altman plots show reduced standard deviation after a power law correction.
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High-order aberration: High-order ocular aberration was not observed in the clinical
trial cohort. A few examples of color maps were given in Figure 3.4.9. Color maps
showed symmetric patterns as observed in section 3.3, with some exceptions that would
be discussed shortly after.

Figure 3.4.9 Color-coded reflex images from 8 eyes in the clinical trial. From left to right on the
upper row were eyes of refractive errors of -7.5D, -5.25D, -3.13D, -1.38D. The lower row were 1.13D, -0.88D, -0.38D and 0.75D, respectively.
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3.4.3 Discussion
Wider FWHM on human eye data: The human subject tests in the laboratory as well as
in the clinical trial have shown clear differences from both the theoretical simulation and
the artificial eye experiments (see Figure 3.3.6 and Figure 3.3.13). The FWHM of onedimensional or two-dimensional fitted reflex of human eyes were much wider than the
latter two. However, when comparing the reflex color maps between the artificial eye and
human eyes, no significant difference could be identified. In the other words, the wider
fitted-FWHM did not result from any high-order aberration in human eyes, but something
else was the cause. Since all color maps were color-coded according to the maximum
and minimum intensity of each pupil image, the related intensity of each pupil image was
examined here. When comparing relative intensity in one-dimension for the same
refraction pair as shown in the upper and lower portions of Figure 3.4.10, significantly
higher total intensity was detected on the eccentric PR images. This was most
noticeable for the refraction regime near neutralization at -1D (compare the -1D case in
artificial eye and human eye in Figure 3.4.10). This observation was true for all the
clinical trial human subjects.
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(a) artificial eye data

(b) human eye data

Figure 3.4.10 One-dimensional fitting of APS measured reflex data for the artificial eye and the
human eye.
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A pedestal under the PR reflex of human eyes: Further comparison was made of the
intensity distribution of each individual PR pupil image between human eyes and the
artificial eye. Figure 3.4.11 shows three human eyes‟ data on the left and the artificial
eye data on the right. The average intensity was plotted along the meridian of the pupil
reflex crescent. The black line is the intensity distribution of the co-axial PR image and
the six colored lines belonged to the six eccentric PR images in the inner-most circle.
From the eccentric PR data (color lines), we can clearly identify a pedestal on each of
the human reflex image while there was fundamentally no pedestal on the artificial eye‟s
reflex. The intensity of this pedestal varied between individual. This pedestal had never
been accounted in any photorefraction theoretical analysis in the past.
The same comparison for different level of refractive error and for small pupil size was
also examined and led to the same conclusion.
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Figure 3.4.11 Comparison of the intensity distribution along slope of crescent of the pupil reflex.
On the left column were 3 individual human eyes with refractive errors around -5D and pupil size
around 5mm. On the right are the artificial eye data with similar refraction and pupil size. The
black line is the average reflex intensity across the pupil. The colored lines belong to the 6
eccentric PR images in the inner most circles.
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Intraocular multiple scattering and refraction due to individual‟s retinal property and
ocular scattering from crystalline lens and other ocular media are most likely the
responsible source for the reflex pedestal. With the presence of this additional reflex
intensity, the original APR analysis would lead to a higher FWHM in the 1-dim and 2-dim
surface fitting. An attempt was made to address this problem and it will be described in
section 3.7.
Gazing angle might be a variable of in human eyes‟ test. The previously referenced
simulation computation of Tan (2009) suggested that larger gazing angles resulted in
larger FWHM in hyperopic eyes measurement and smaller FWHM for myopia. His
calculation concluded that the APS FWHM measurement was more questionable when
gaze angle was greater than 15Δ. Experimental validation is required and will be
addressed in next section, 3.5.
Pupil size has been known as one of the major difficulties in the PR-based devices. The
dependence of pupil size on PR measurement had not been fully controlled in any PR
design. This problem was even worse due to the limited spatial resolution for the PR
camera to have a binocular coverage. In APS-I, the resolution was 0.18 mm/pixel while
the pupil size was about 2.5 to 8mm. To be able to determine accurately the refractive
error of the eyes, correct pupil-finding and -sizing are essential. This issue will be
addressed in section 3.6.
Other human factors: Eye movement and blinking could cause trouble in defining pupil
boundary accurately. A non-circular shape of the pupil, including this result due to gazing
orientation, could also contribute to the uncertainty. In addition, ocular high-order
aberration and lens accommodation are all sources of error in the human eye test.
These problems will not be covered in this dissertation.
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3.5 Investigation of Gazing Angle
Photoscreening images of strabismic eyes or eyes with large gazing angle showed very
bright or even saturated reflex in their photographs. This phenomenon has been
investigated neither theoretically nor experimentally. With a gaze angle to one side, the
pupil shape becomes narrower along the direction of gaze. Simulation results by Bo Tan
using eye modeling suggested the changes in APS FWHM measurement along the
direction of gaze. Large gaze angle could result in significant error in photorefraction
measurement. Blade et al (Blade, Pamela J. & Candy, T. Rowan, 2006) suggested PR
measurements should be no more than 15°from the pupillary axis to be applicable. The
objective of this study was to investigate the change of APS FWHM measurement with
the gaze angle.

3.5.1 Method
Human participants: Two human subjects took part in the study. Subject AM31 had the
manifest prescription of OD(-2.D, +0.5D, X085), OS(-2.0D, plano), and the other subject,
AF48, had OD(-6.75D, +0.5D, X155), OS(-5.75D, +0.5D, X075). Both wore no glasses
or contact lens and used no eye drops for dilation during the APS experiment.
Experiment setup: The experiment used a white board located 2.21 meter in front of
the binocular eye piece of APS-II. Twenty three (23) fixation targets (black upside down
triangle) were marked on the white board, 8 cm apart in a horizontal line. The examinee
looked through the eye piece at one fixation target at a time while the APS measurement
was performed. To ensure that the testing eye was the gazing eye, the fellow eye was
occluded during the measurement. Both participants were required to look at a total of
23 targets (11 on each side with the center one on the axis of system). Twenty-three
measurements for each eye covered a field angle from -40∆ ~ +40∆ and were centered
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on the optical axis of the instrument. The table below is given for quick comparison of
the angles in units of prism diopter and degrees. All 23 measurements of an eye were
acquired under same the exposure time and camera gain setting, which were optimized
and determined (see Appendix C) according to the signal level of the coaxial reflex.

Prism Diopter (Δ)

0Δ

5Δ

10 Δ

15 Δ

20 Δ

25 Δ

30 Δ

35 Δ

40 Δ

Degree (°)

0°

2.9°

5.7°

8.5°

11.3° 14.0° 16.7° 19.3° 21.8°

Hirschberg method: The Hirschberg method was applied to determine the gaze angle
according to the relative location of the corneal reflection to the center of pupil (see
Figure 3.5.1). This analysis method is described in more detail in next chapter.

3.5.2 Results and discussion
Direct observation: When the gazing direction was away from that of the detecting
camera, the appearance of pupil shape changed from circular to a quasi-elliptical shape
(see Figure 3.5.1). The pupil‟s width along the gaze position (horizontal) reduced with
gaze angle.
Both subjects had observable variation in pupil sizes, horizontally and vertically, through
the testing range of field (Table 3-3). Vertical widths appeared slightly larger than the
horizontal widths. However, the differences were in the sub-pixel resolution and not very
significant.
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Figure 3.5.1 Left: circular shaped pupil when looking at a target of near axis; Right: elliptical
shaped pupil when viewing a target at large gaze angle.

Table 3-3 Pupil size measurements during the gazing angle investigation.

Subject P_OD (horizontal)

P_OD (vertical)

P_OS (horizontal)

P_OS (vertical)

AM31

4.89 ± 0.14 mm

5.09 ± 0.18 mm

4.66 ± 0.38 mm

4.96 ± 0.52 MM

AF48

4.29 ± 0.21 mm

4.56 ± 0.35 mm

4.43 ± 0.31 mm

4.65 ± 0.39 MM

Results of APS FWHM and pupil-size measurement: The study results for subjects
AM31 and AF48 were shown in Figure 3.5.2 and Figure 3.5.3, respectively. At the
bottom of the figures are the fixation targets and gazing angles of the subjects. The data
points from the left edge to the far right correspond to the fixation targets from the left to
the right on the white board in the experiment. The plot in each figure demonstrates the
accuracy of this self-calibrated gaze angle method (statistical r2>0.998).
The top plots in Figure 3.5.2 and Figure 3.5.3 show the APS measurement of the right
eye (OD) of subjects AM31 and AF48, respectively. The middle plots are results from the
left eyes.
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The measured FWHM on the horizontal (i.e., along gaze direction) and vertical directions
(i.e., perpendicular to gaze direction) were indicated in blue and red solid circle symbols
respectively. The scale was indicated on the left. Because theoretically the FWHM
increased and decreased with the pupil size, the corresponding pupil sizes at the
experiment were plotted in open circles in the same plot (scale to the right).
Pupil size at different gaze angles: The pupil size depends, of course, on the lighting
condition. Additionally, the appearance of pupil to the camera changes with the gaze.
The vertical size of pupil became larger in comparison to the horizontal size. The
reduction of the horizontal pupil-width is roughly proportional to the cosine of gaze angle.
This was observed in the measurement for all four eyes. A second observation is that
pupil size appears to exhibit an additional dependence on the gaze angle. The pupil size
tends to show an increase when gaze is temporal and to decrease when the gaze is
nasal. Generally or approximately, the vertical size appears to be greater than the
horizontal dimension when the gaze angle was greater than 10 to 20 prism diopters, for
both the nasal and temporal sides.
FWHM of reflex at different gaze angles: With the increased or decreased pupil width,
according to the theory, the reflex‟s FWHM is larger or smaller. However, the
experimental FWHM results changed oppositely with the change of the pupil size (see
the results of all 4 eyes). The amplitude differences between the vertical and horizontal
FWHM started to change against the pupil changes after 15Δ of gaze. Consequently, at
gaze angle greater than 15Δ, the APS measurement would overestimate the refraction
on the meridian along the gaze direction or underestimate the refraction at perpendicular
to gaze direction.
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Peripheral refractive error: Peripheral refractive error differs from the refractive error at
the central view in most human eyes. In the literature, different magnitudes of myopic
shift were observed in the periphery in myopic and hyperopic eyes (Seidemann, A.,
Schaeffel, F., Guirao, A., Lopez-Gil, N., and Artal, P., 2002). The myopic shift may
explain the slightly increased width even when pupil size decreases in the two myopic
subjects in this study.
APS FWHM: Comparison between theoretical prediction and experiment: Figure
3.5.4 shows a simulation result of the reflex intensity at the detector plane produced by
Tan (2009) using the Navarro eye model and optical ray-tracing software (ZEMAX). The
contours at 50% maximum intensity show a significant reduction of the width as the gaze
angle increased to 30Δ and 45Δ. If this is true, the APS measurement would be able to
see the phenomena. However, a reduction this dramatic in APS FWHM measurement
was not observed in all the four eyes on both nasal and temporal sides, as Figure 3.5.2
and Figure 3.5.3 indicate. Also, Figure 3.5.5 shows directly the 2-dim surface fitting
result of the right eye of subject AM31. Although for the gaze angle greater than 15∆, the
APS measurement could result to some error; it was not as large as the prediction seen
in Figure 3.5.4.
Figure 3.5.6 and Figure 3.5.7 further show Bo Tan (2009)‟s prediction of gazing angle
effect on APS FWHM measurement in the horizontal and vertical direction. His results
show a clearly decreased width as the gaze angle increased at 30 and 45 prism diopters
in both horizontal and vertical directions for myopic eyes. Both subjects AM31 and AF48
were myopic eyes in this study. Again, the remarkable reductions were not measured in
the two human subjects.
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FWHM peaks at nasal side: A very noticeable peak was observed in the nasal side
around +/- 30Δ of gazes for all four eyes. This phenomenon was absolutely repeatable
in the measurements. After careful investigation, we believe the APS illumination rays hit
the optical disk of the illuminated eye when the eye gazes nasally at an angle of about
30Δ. Illustrated in Figure 3.5.8 is a typical image of the human retina. The perpendicular
blue lines mark the center of symmetry of the eye (the optical axis). The human eye has
the central vision directed to the fovea, which is about five degrees to the temporal side
and two degrees downward. The optic disk is also called the optic nerve head and is
where the nerve cells and vessels exit the eye. It is called the blind spot in visual field
because there are no photo-sensors in this region and therefore, no light sensation at
this location. When an eye directly looks at the APS light sources, the LED light pattern
will fall onto the retina centered at the fovea. The relevant size of the APS-I light source
is illustrated in the figure for comparison. When the eye gazes toward the nasal side at
around 15 degrees, the APS illumination light hits the optic disk of the eye. Because the
structure and surface reflectance are different from the neighboring surface, the reflex
signal became highly unpredictable. Because of the variation between individuals, the
troublesome gaze angle in APS would vary accordingly. This also explains the very
bright reflex in the strabismic eyes that are observed in common PR-based vision
screening devices.
Figure 3.5.9 shows the two-dimensional surface fitting results in this experiment. The
APS detected reflex-fitting profiles at the specific gaze angle for the two subjects were
indeed very bright in signal strength and not symmetric at the coaxial center.
A short conclusion on APS FWHM measurement: In this experimental investigation
with two volunteers, four myopic eyes with different refractive errors, APS FWHM
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measurements produced results with small deviations when the gaze angle increased
toward 40Δ. Although small over- or under-estimates of the FWHM values could occur at
gaze angles greater than 15Δ, the error was much smaller compared to the theoretical
prediction by Bo Tan. In conclusion, with the exception when the gaze angle aligned to
the area near the optic disk on retina, the gaze angle did not appreciably affect the APS
FWHM determination.
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Figure 3.5.2 Gaze study of Subject AM31.
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Figure 3.5.3 Gaze study of Subject AF48.
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Figure 3.5.4 Simulated 2-dim reflex intensity distribution of a -6D 7mm pupil eye. The width at
50% intensity (indicated by the black contours around the green area) reduces as gazing
increases.

Figure 3.5.5 APS 2-dim reflex intensity of Subject AM31’s right eye. The stimulus angles from left
to right are approximately 2, 16, 31, 39∆ respectively. Black contours represent 75%, 50% and
25% levels of total intensity. No significant changes in the intensity distribution were found.
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Figure 3.5.6 Integrated reflex distribution dependence on gazing angles along the lightsource/detector angular orientation illustrating that the effective pupil diameter decreases, the
distribution width changes, and that off-axis aberrations increase with the gazing angle (5mm
pupil diameter).
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Figure 3.5.7 Integrated reflex distribution dependence on gazing angles perpendicular to the lightsource/detector angular orientation illustrating that the distribution width decreases for myopic
and increases for hyperopic eyes when the gazing angle increases (5mm pupil diameter).
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Figure 3.5.8 A typical retinal (fundus) image shows locations and sizes of the macular, fovea and
optical disk. The blue lines mark the intersection of horizontal and vertical meridians at the optical
center. The diameter of LED of APS-II is about 2.7 degrees in angular width when focused onto
retina. The distance from the fovea to the center of optical disk is about 15º = 26.8Δ.

Figure 3.5.9 PR reflex intensity distribution for subject AM31 (left, OD) and AF48 (right, OD) at
about -30∆. Highly irregular reflex intensities were observed in both cases.
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3.6 Influence of Pupil Size in PR
Pupil size is one of the most influential and ill-controlled factors in all PR-based methods.
In EPR, theoretical calculations have been shown that the slope of the linear regression
become steeper with increase in pupil size (Roorda, Cambell, & Bobier, 1997). However,
the pupil size correction from theory has never been able to correct the measurement in
practice. Only empirical correction factors were used to calibrate the variation of the
pupil size (Schaeffel F., Wilhelm H., & Zrenner E., 1993).
Objective: In the earlier discussion in sections 3.2 and 3.3, both the thin lens model and
the laboratory, artificial eye study of APR showed that the pupil size exhibits a
relationship with the APS measured FWHM of reflex that is very closely linear. Thus the
purpose of this section is to (1) establish a method to accurately measure the pupil size
and (2) attempt a better pupil correction with the clinical trial data.

3.6.1 Pupil sizing in PR
Pupil definition: The term of “pupil” in this dissertation refers to the effective pupil of the
eye, which is different from the physical aperture of the iris. In common language, the
pupil means the “appearance” of the iris pupil from the clinician‟s or observer‟s view
point. In optics, this effective pupil is the entrance pupil, which is defined as the “image”
of the optical stop as the dominant aperture is viewed from the object side. Due to the
magnification of the cornea and anterior chamber, the entrance pupil of human eye is
about 13% larger than the actual iris aperture (Atchison, D.A. and Smith, G., 2000, p.
22). In short, the “pupil” I am referring to is the “effective pupil”, which is identical to the
optical entrance pupil and the clinical pupil.
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PR raw images are retro-illuminated images. The photorefraction test itself produces
photograph(s) of the examined eye in the measurement. Naturally, the same photograph
gives the size of the pupil without the need for additional measurement. However, unlike
the typical reflective image, the photographed pupil is illuminated by reflected light by the
retinal from behind the pupil. The reflex imaging is also called retro-illumination meaning
“backward”. An arbitrary computational algorithm such as the threshold method may
return a pupil area with inaccurate size from a PR image.
Artificial eye was used to validate the method. To validate the method for accurate
pupil sizing from PR images, the artificial eye, the Heine retinal trainer (Figure 2.2.10),
was used for the calibration. By adjusting the position of its retinal plane, the artificial eye
could provide refractive errors from -7D to +6D for testing.
To guarantee an absolute entrance pupil size in the experiment, external physical
apertures were directly placed in front of the artificial eye. Three small circular holes
were cut off from a commercial template [ (Helix USA Ltd) Figure 3.6.1], blackened, and
placed in front of the artificial eye. Designed for 0.5mm lead, the diameters of the three
apertures from the template were 2.88, 4.87 and 7.64mm. Caliper measurements (ten
on each) were performed to ensure the reading difference was less than 0.05 mm. The
measured diameters of the 3 apertures were 2.91 ± 0.02 mm, 4.88 ± 0.02 mm, and 7.62
± 0.01 mm.
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Figure 3.6.1 Helix small circle template designed for use with 0.5mm lead. 3 pieces (2.38 4.37
and 7.14 mm) were cut off to put in front of the test artificial eye. Thus the actual apertures are
2.88, 4.87 and 7.64 mm respectively.

Light source(s) used for pupil sizing: Because that the eccentric PR image does not
have a rotationally symmetric intensity distribution, it is not favorable for the pupil-sizing
purpose (see color maps such as Figure 3.4.9). In contrast, the coaxial PR images are
basically rotationally symmetric and are better candidates for pupil sizing. However, the
intensity pattern in the coaxial pupil reflex varies with the eye‟s refractive error and the
PR system parameters. To visualize this problem, Figure 3.6.2 shows the cross section
intensities of the coaxial reflex images in different refractive errors. The corneal reflection
(a peak at the center) has been identified and omitted in the figure. In addition to using
the coaxial PR image to decide the pupil size, 17 LEDs (the coaxial LED plus the 16
LEDs in the 2 inner most rings) were used to obtain a less refraction-biased PR image
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for pupil sizing purpose. The cross sections of the three different refractions were shown
in Figure 3.6.3. In both figures, colored horizontal lines are used to define the maximum
intensity level, the base-line, 50% maximum, and 25% maximum levels. It is clearly
shown that the common FWHM approach cannot provide the accurate pupil size when
the refraction of the eye is unknown. The method of accurate pupil sizing will now be
addressed.

Figure 3.6.2 Cross sections of coaxial pupil reflex intensity of the artificial eye at different
refractive errors as indicated.

Figure 3.6.3 Cross sections of pupil reflex intensity of the artificial eye at different refractive errors
as indicated. The coaxial LED as well as the 16 LEDs in the 2 inner most rings were used.
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Pupil location in PR raw images: The typical infrared PR images are very dark outside
of the pupil reflex areas. The pupil area is first identified by histogram analysis. The
histogram in Figure 3.6.4 shows the majority of pixels in the PR image have signal
levels below 30 counts. By fitting the histogram with a Gaussian profile on the brighter
side near 135 counts, the width, σ, of the Gaussian curve is determined. The value of 4σ
is then used to threshold the image to identify the pupil (see Baker‟s dissertation 2009,
Appendix D for details of thresholding pupil image).

Figure 3.6.4 A typical histogram of a gray level coaxial PR image (black). The green dotted line
shows the smoothed curve of the histogram. Red curve indicate a Gaussian fit.
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Finding the true edge: Once a pupil is identified, edges in the horizontal and vertical
meridians can be redefined. An array of 11-by-3 pixels is applied to each of the four
edge locations, as shown Figure 3.6.5. The edge profile is interpolated (spline) to the
sub-pixel resolution of 0.25 pixels. Second-derivatives are then calculated and used to
redefine the true edge points for pupil size measurement (Figure 3.6.6). Once the four
edges are obtained, horizontal and vertical diameters can be calculated accordingly (see
Figure 3.6.7).
Influence of camera gain and exposure time: Two tests were conducted to examine
whether different intensity level signals observed from the image could affect pupil sizing
result. The first test used a fixed camera-gain setting (gain = 0) and different exposure
times (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 ms). The second test used a fixed exposure of 2ms and various
gain settings (gain= 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24). Shown in the Figure 3.6.8 are the
resulting pupil diameters using the fake eye setting at different pupil sizes and refractive
errors. No significant changes of pupil diameters were found when illumination level
(exposure time or camera gain) increases.
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Figure 3.6.5 Green line shows the pupil margin derived from thresholding the image; Red areas
indicate four edge cross-section samples.

Figure 3.6.6 Edge cross-section intensity profile. Blue dots: data points; Red dash line: splineinterpolated; Green line with black dots: 1st derivatives; Red circle: max slope change (1st Div).
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Figure 3.6.7 Pupil cross-section (5mm, +3D under 17-LED illumination). Blue circles are the data
points, red lines indicate samples on the edge sections, and green dashes show maximum slope
change. Top: P(h) = 5.64mm, Bottom: P(v) = 5.61mm.
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Figure 3.6.8 No significant changes of pupil diameters were found when illumination level
(exposure time or camera gain) increases.

Comparison of pupil sizing results between coaxial image & 17 LEDs PR images:
Single light sources exhibit substantially steeper intensity increases from the pupil edges
toward the center than does a much extended light source (inner 17 LEDs), making it
less reliable for measuring pupil size (Table 3-4).
Refractive error: The pupil-sizing analysis method was tested under three aperture
sizes: 2.91 ± 0.02 mm, 4.88 ± 0.02 mm, and 7.62 ± 0.01 mm. The results are shown in
Figure 3.6.9. The data shown in filled circle were averaged between horizontal and
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vertical calculations using the second derivative algorithm, and black error bars indicate
the difference from the mean. The second-derivative method provided a very reliable
pupil result compared to the histogram circular fitting.
Conclusion: The extended light source with 17 LEDs has been shown to provide
reliable conditions for pupil size measurements (Table 3-4). The algorithm analyzing the
pupil margin area intensity profile was validated and shown to have the most reliable
results.

Table 3-4 Pupil size measurement of single LED and extended 17-LEDs light source.

Setting
3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
8mm

Single LEDs
Mean
STD
3.48
0.22
4.56
0.24
5.73
0.25
6.81
0.21
9.09
0.21
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17 LEDs
Mean
STD
3.40
0.09
4.43
0.04
5.60
0.02
6.64
0.03
8.94
0.04

Figure 3.6.9 Three aperture sizes were measured as P (mean ± STD) = 2.93 ± 0.03 mm, 4.86 ±
0.04 mm, and 7.61 ± 0.05 mm. Two algorithms are shown here: Edge analysis (filled circle) and
histogram circular fit (cross mark).
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3.6.2 Pupil correction with clinical data
The APS-measured FWHM of reflex increased with the pupil size. In the artificial eye,
the rate of increase has been closely estimated to the power of the pupil diameter of 1.5.
To perform a pupil size correction, the total of 251 data points from the clinical trial was
separated into groups according to the pupil sizes that were detected. The data points in
each pupil group were then fitted with a curve, a*(x+1)2+b, that was mirrored at the
neutralization value of -1D; the parameter “a” was a variable and “b” was determined by
the valley of FWHM in the data. The five fitted curves and the original human data points
are plotted against the manifest refractive error in Figure 3.6.10. Using these fitted lines
and the linear interpolation between them, the refractive errors are determined from the
two-dimensional APS FWHM fitted results. The spherical equivalent results compared to
the clinical eye examined values are shown in Figure 3.6.11. The standard deviation of
APS measured data from the clinical standard is 0.94D.
Figure 3.6.12 showed the Bland-Altman statistical analysis result. The standard error for
spherical equivalent has been found to be 0.94D, and for astigmatism in the regular and
irregular cross cylinders were 0.59 and 0.32D, respectively.
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Figure 3.6.10 Five conversion curves were fitted by separating the data into 5 groups with pupil
sizes: 3.69 ± 0.32mm, 4.37 ± 0.41mm, 4.99 ± 0.56mm, 5.93 ± 0.58mm, and 6.66 ± 0.50mm.
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Figure 3.6.11 Correlation between the clinic results and APS estimated refractive errors. The
standard deviation is 0.94D. The result shows big deviation at the near neutralization zone and
hyperopia eyes seen in Figure 3.6.10.
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Figure 3.6.12 Bland-Altman plot shows pupil size corrected result has higher bias for hyperopia.
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3.7 Retinal Stray Light and Ocular Scattering
From the previous sections, the PR reflex measured from human eyes has the crescent
appearance that resembles the artificial eye reflex. However, when examined on the
pupil reflex intensity, a significant background-like pedestal was observed in all the
human eye data. This background signal was suggested to be the contribution from
retinal stray light and ocular scattering since the amplitude seemed to vary with
individual (Charman, 1980; Roorda, A., Campbell, M.C.W., Bobier, W.R., 1995;
Schaeffel F., Wilhelm H., & Zrenner E., 1993; Seidemann, A., Schaeffel, F., Guirao, A.,
Lopez-Gil, N., and Artal, P., 2002; Blade, Pamela J. & Candy, T. Rowan, 2006). It has
not yet been theoretically or experimentally addressed in the past. This section will
attempt to determine the quantity of this additional background-like reflex from each of
the pupil reflex profile and remove it from the APS analysis.

3.7.1 Stray light
Ocular media: Though different type ocular aberrations and Stiles-Crawford effect were
included by Bo Tan (2009) in the eye models and PR simulation (Baker 2009
dissertation), the background-like pedestal reflex has never been predicted. In those
optical simulations, only sequential ray tracing was performed. It is known that reflection
of the incident radiation occurs on every surface of the eye and that major reflective
signal occurs at the cornea, and although it is only a small fraction of the incident
radiation, the reflected component produces a well-defined Purkinje image (Figure
3.3.10's bright center spots). Ocular scattering and multiple refraction/reflection was also
not taken into theoretical consideration and simulation. Forward scattering of the incident
radiation by intervening particles can cause glare and can reduce contrast. The
magnitude of the scattering depends on properties of the particles, such as their size,
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shape, composition and refractive indexes. People with cataracts may suffer the most,
but even healthy eyes can be affected considerably as well. Various types of ocular
media cause a noteworthy amount of light lost along the path to form the theoretically
predicted image on the retinal. These stray rays bounce back and forth and eventually
reach the retinal (forward scattering); other rays (photons), may be scattered out of the
eye (back scattering). Since photorefraction is a double pass process, the unaccounted
scattering contribution is even more complex.
Retina: The reflection of the retina is yet another complication factor. The fundus of the
eye, which generally includes the retina, choroid and sclera (Atchison, D.A. and Smith,
G., 2000), is very important to the photorefraction (Schaeffel F., Wilhelm H., & Zrenner
E., 1993; Blade, Pamela J. & Candy, T. Rowan, 2006). Light is not only absorbed by the
various layer and the photoreceptors, but also reflected and scattered out of the eye by
the fundus. Importantly a number of measurements have shown that longer wavelengths
(like infrared) have much higher reflectance than the visible ones, probably contributed
by the blood vessels in the choroid (Atchison, D.A. and Smith, G., 2000). Lopez-Gil &
Artal (1997) showed that the normalized angular-scattered intensity profile of the doublepass NIR (789nm) images had higher tails than the green (543 nm) ones (Figure 3.7.1).
Figure 3.7.2 (van den Berg, T.J.T.P., Coppens, J.E., Franssen, L., 2010) illustrates a
comparison of forward scatter and double-pass measurement which has significant
impact on broadening the PSF. Given our closest eccentricity about 1.5mm (from the
center of LED to the aperture margin), which corresponds to approximately 0.09°or 5.4
arcmin, and the fact that the LED is a much more extended light source than the pointlight-source (Lopez-Gil, N. & Artal, P., 1997) the broadening effect from the retinal
scattering could be much higher. To make things even more complex, the fundus
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reflection depends highly on the pigments of the fundus layers, and so varies greatly
among individuals (Atchison, D.A. and Smith, G., 2000)

Figure 3.7.1 demonstrates all these unwanted scattering will cause the original point-spreadfunction (PSF) to change significantly (Lopez-Gil, N. & Artal, P., 1997).
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Figure 3.7.2 Comparison of PSF with double-pass (van den Berg, T.J.T.P., Coppens, J.E.,
Franssen, L., 2010)

If one assumes that the increased intensity seen in the double-pass imaging technique
mainly originates from the fundus and that the light is scattered multiple times, the light
coming out of the layers can now be considered as a diffuse reflection. After passing
through the optics of the eye, such diffusive radiation may form a much flattened
Gaussian intensity distribution on the image plane of the detector. Thus, the observed
PR flex intensity distribution may now be decoupled into two components: one
corresponding to the reflected component as predicted and measured in thin lens
simulations and artificial eye measurements and the other accounting for the scattered
light (see Figure 3.7.3 for schematic demonstration only). These two components may
be able to be separated according to the profile of pupil reflex.
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Figure 3.7.3 Normalized PR reflex intensity profile (black solid line) can be decomposed by two
Gaussians, a narrow component corresponding to the refractive error (red dashed line), and a
much flatter one representing the retinal scattering (green dashed line).
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3.7.2 Algorithm
The challenge to the correction of the data for differentiation of the retinal signal and the
scattered radiation is how to identify the two components. It was shown in section 3.4
that by comparing the pupil “cross section” between the human eye and the artificial
model eye, the intensity distributions of the former one look almost like the model eyes‟
signal plus a “pedestal”, which is assumed to be the component of scattered light. This
section describes an algorithm to separate the “pedestal” from signal and examines the
result compared to the artificial eye result.
On the left of Figure 3.7.4, 29 PR pupil reflex images of an APS measurement are
demonstrated as an example. Each eccentric pupil image was first rotated to the
crescent direction (shown as red in false-color image), as shown in the right of Figure
3.7.4. The average pixel intensity along the meridian was calculated to obtain the
intensity profile as shown in upper Figure 3.7.5 (black line). By comparing the profiles of
human data and of the artificial eye data, the additional reflex contribution can be
identified around the red and green lines where the turning point of the curve was found.
The valleys of the second derivative near the edges (shown in the lower Figure 3.7.5)
were determined and marked in the green line in upper Figure 3.7.5. A bold assumption
was made that the intersection between the scatter level (red line for index and green
line for 2nd divertive) separated the specular component and the unpredicted component
of reflex. Integration over the horizontal axis gives the relative reflex intensity. Since the
coaxial PR image does not clearly show the turning point, this method can't apply to the
coaxial pupil reflex. The unpredicted scattering light component was calculated for all 28
eccentric pupil reflex images. Their quantities were fitted with a Gaussian surface to
interpolate to the unpredicted component of the coaxial pupil reflex. The scattered light
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components are then subtracted from the raw data of each pupil reflex. After this
subtraction of the unpredicted scatter component, the APS FWMH analysis is initiated.
Figure 3.7.6 shows the APS analysis with the subtraction of the unpredicted scatter
component.

Figure 3.7.4 Left: false-color map of 29 pupil images, oriented according to the LEDs’ locations;
right: pupil images after rotation to align the highest slope of intensity distribution to the horizontal.
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Figure 3.7.5 Top: intensity distribution of a pupil image, averaged to the horizontal direction (black
curve); bottom: 2nd derivative of the intensity profile (top), the minimum point from left indicates
the separation between the lights from refractive and those from scattering.
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The data indicated by symbols of pink crosses in Figure 3.7.6 are the related intensity
values of all 29 pupil reflex images before the subtraction. The blue symbols indicate the
determined unpredicted scattering component. The coaxial data point was obtained by
interpolation by Gaussian fitting. After the subtraction, the new result are shown and
denoted by in gray cross symbols. The new Gaussian and normalized Cauchy fitting
were plotted in blue dotted and green solid lines, respectively. The result clearly shows a
reduction of the APS FWHM in this example measurement.

Figure 3.7.6 Bell-shape fitting after correction of stray light. Pink cross: original data; blue dots:
scatter lights (stray light); red dots: mean value; red dotted curve: Gaussian fit for the scattering;
blue solid curve, normalized Cauchy fit; blue dotted line: Gaussian fit.
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3.7.3 Results
Figure 3.7.7 shows the calculated APS FWHM after the correction of the unpredicted
scattering component. The symbols are the clinical human data points. The results show
the FWHM near the neutralization point (-1D) has been significantly reduced as
compared to Figure 3.6.10 which does not correct for scattered light.
The data were separated into five groups with pupil sizes: 3.69mm ± 0.32mm (mean +
STD), 4.37mm ± 0.40mm, 4.99mm ± 0.56mm, 5.93mm ± 0.58mm, and 6.66mm ±
0.50mm. Curve fittings, as described in last section, were performed to define the pupil
dependence (solid lines). Because of the lack of data points on the hyperopic side
(positive side from the neutralization point of -1D) within each pupil group, the
assumption of symmetry along the neutralization was made in the curve fitting.
To be unbiased, although the artificial eye reflex had a small scattering component, the
same subtraction analysis was performed for comparison. After recalculating the artificial
eye measurements, Figure 3.7.8 showed that the pupil dependent curves from human
data (solid lines) compared to the measured data from the artificial eye. The comparison
showed exciting agreement on the myopic side, albeit still being a little bit higher with
large pupils and near the neutral zone. This indicates that both the assumption and the
algorithm are correcting the unpredicted scattering component in the right direction.
Since artificial model eye data were predicted well by the theory, the after-correction
human data may be applied to more extensive APS measurements.
Finally, using the pupil dependence curves and a linear interpolation for all pupil sizes,
the two-dimensional APS FWHM fitting yielded new refractive error values for each eye.
The results were plotted against clinical manifest refraction values in Figure 3.7.9 for
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comparison. The standard deviation has been further reduced to 0.65D. Figure 3.7.10
shows the Bland-Altman analysis of the power vector. The astigmatic cross cylinder had
standard errors of 0.24D and 0.17D in regular and irregular meridians. This pilot study
was also published in ARVO (Shi 2011).

Figure 3.7.7 Conversion curve for converting FWHM to Refractive Error.
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Figure 3.7.8 Empirical conversion curve (solid lines) vs. artificial eye measurements (open
circles). Close agreement was observed with a slightly higher FWHM for large size pupil and near
the neutralization point (-1D).
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Figure 3.7.9 Correlation between self-calibrated refractive errors and clinical results. The
standard deviation of 0.65D was observed.
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Figure 3.7.10 Bland-Altman plots shows much improved results, with standard deviation of 0.65D,
0.24D and 0.17D for SE, J0 and J45 respectively; no significant bias is observed.
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CHAPTER IV
OCULAR ALIGNMENT TEST
The purpose of this study is to design and demonstrate an objective, binocular, and
relaxed testing method to perform automatic diagnosis of strabismus and ocular
alignment disorders. With the APS design that was described in last chapter, the ocular
alignment test made use of the child-friendly animation screen and the non-invasive
infrared binocular detection and digital registration (video) for dynamic ocular alignment
evaluation. The previously mentioned UT-patented method of Chen and Lewis that
tested both eyes in monocular and binocular viewing zones was applied to this task. The
analysis method calibrated each eye‟s corneal and retina parameters to achieve
accurate assessment. A pilot human study was performed to test this method.

4.1 Strabismus
Strabismus is a condition where one‟s eyes are not able to properly align under normal
conditions. Because of a lack of coordination between the extra-ocular muscles of the
eye that is responsible for or dominates eye movement, one eye is skewed in relation to
the other when attempting to focus on one object. Both eyes are unable to focus at the
same point simultaneously. When the misaligned eye appears to be turned inward
(nasally) toward the nose, the condition is commonly called cross-eyed. The more formal
term is esotropic strabismus (ES). When the eyes appear to be turned outward
(temporally) away from the nose, the condition is commonly called wall eyed, and the
formal name is exotropic strabismus (EX). When one eye appears to turn upward or
downward relative to the other eye, this is defined as hypertropic and hypotropic
strabismus, respectively. In some cases, the eye may turn in more than one direction. In
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the United States, strabismus affects 4-5% of people or more than 12 million individuals
(National Society to Prevent Blindness, 1980; Rubenstein, R., Lohr, K., Brook, R., et al,
1985; AAPOS). Most strabismus develops in young children. The major cause is a
defect in that part of the brain that controls eye movement (Cooper, J., & Cooper, R.;
AAPOS). A less frequent cause is a defect of the muscle that controls the eye
movement. It must be noted that strabismus also can be a sign of more severe eye or
neural abnormalities. A few diseases may cause the condition to develop in adults. In
children, strabismus is one of the major causes leading to the permanent condition
amblyopia. If not treated, fifty percent would develop a degree of amblyopia (Children's
Hospital of Wisconsin). The early detection and correction of strabismus has a better
outcome for developing binocular vision and for preventing amblyopia. In this study, the
design of test only target on ES and EX; i.e., the misalignment on horizontal meridian
because they cover the majority of this abnormality.

4.2 Method
As briefly described in Chapter 1, there are currently two common methods used in
clinics to diagnose strabismus. The design of the automatic APS strabismus test took
advantages of both methods.
Hirschberg method: The corneal light “reflection” is also called the Hirschberg method.
The method is a stationary observation, and the judgment of the presence of strabismus
is based on of the positions of cornea reflection light spots related to the center of pupil
when a light is shined from the front of the examinee. For a normal population, if the two
eyes are looking straight-ahead or forward, the corneal reflection should be located near
the center of pupil reflex and shifted slightly toward nasal side (see the left eye of the
child in Figure 4.2.1). This small nasal displacement is a result of the displacement of
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the fovea (the area on retina corresponding to central vision) from the optical axis of the
eye (see the right lower picture shown in Figure 4.2.1). When the optical axis of an eye
is not parallel to the axis connecting the observer and light source, the corneal reflection
would be shifted toward the opposite direction of the gaze.
The upper plot in Figure 4.2.1 shows the reproduced result from the Hirschberg study of
Brodie (1987). The symbols are the experimental data, and the solid line is a fitting result
that is obtained by using a simple spherical surface model. As Brodie‟s result shows, the
corneal reflection shift, , can be approximated over a large range of angle by a linear
relationship with the eye‟s gazing angle,

. The unit of angle in optometry is the prism

diopter, , defined by the tangent (in cm) at 1 meter distance. The ratio,
as the Hirchberg ratio,

⁄ , is defined

HR . In the Brodie paper, the retinal kapa angle was ignored so

that the corneal shift was zero at zero gaze. If the kapa angle,

, and

HR

are known,

the gazing angle can be easily calculated from the cornea reflection position.
One problem of using the Hirschberg method is that the population-based statistical
means are assumed for both,

and

HR ,

regardless of the very real individual

differences. Another problem is that the method can miss very easily the condition of
intermittent strabismus. This condition would be better detected under more relaxed or
tired conditions.
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Figure 4.2.1 Hirschberg method uses the “linear” relationship between gazing angle and the shift
of corneal reflection from the center of pupil. The upper plot is reproduced from study of Brodie
(1987) assuming the Kappa angle to be zero.
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Cover test: The cover test was introduced in Chapter 1. Like the Hirschberg method, it
is an objective method for detecting strabismus (Figure 4.2.2). A constant strabismic
eye (tropia) can be detected as the physician covers a good eye and observes the
strabismic eye moves to pick up fixation. Latent strabismus (phoria), or strabismus only
when the eye is covered, can be detected as the physician removes the cover from an
eye and watches the eye move to pick up or achieve fixation. In general, unilateral cover
(cover-uncover) test is performed for tropia, and the alternating cover (cross-over) test is
for phoria (latent). Once detected, the prism test is applied to neutralize any detected
deviation.

Figure 4.2.2 Cover test for strabismus detection.
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APS method: The APS strabismus test creates a viewing environment of both binocular
and monocular viewing zones like the cover text, and uses the dynamic Hirschberg
method to quantitatively record both eyes‟ orientations under the different viewing
conditions. Strabismus detection is most effective when the eyes are relaxed and when
the binocular viewing (fusion) is suddenly interrupted. The design of APS test was
shown in Figure 4.2.3. The stimulus was a bulls-eye target moving in a horizontal
trajectory (10-second duration) displayed on a computer screen. Subjects tracked the
display through the APS binocular viewer with a nasal divider that produced a binocular
viewing at the center region of the screen and the two monocular viewing zones at either
side of the screen. While the examinee follows the target‟s trajectory through the three
(3) viewing zones, the eye images are recorded simultaneously for both eyes. The
absolute eye position is instantaneously captured and used in the analysis so that head
movement does not affect performance.
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Figure 4.2.3 (Upper): Illustration of the experiment. A bulls-eye target moves from left to right
across the screen while the two eyes look at the target through a binocular eye piece with a black
nasal divider. OD and OS indicate the right and left eye, respectively. The nasal divider provides
3 viewing zones, as marked. (Lower): Cornea reflection shift (from the pupil center) is plotted
against the stimulus angle. The eye’s Hirschberg ratio and Kappa angle can be derived from the
trajectory of each eye as indicated. The 3 viewing zones are indicated in different colors for
clarity.
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As shown in the lower part of Figure 4.2.3, the cornea shift
stimulus,

HR

 and the angle of the

, can be plotted along the testing trajectory of the bull eye. The eye‟s

and

is determined using the slopes and intercepts in the three zones. If an eye has a

sudden deviation from the trajectory when it changes from cover to uncover or =vice
versa, the discontinuation of the line or the change of gazing angle would be detected.
The initial human study used 40 optometry students and a few faculty and staff members
in the University of Alabama in Birmingham. Unfortunately, there was only one
amblyopic eye in the cohort.
Figure 4.2.4 illustrates the correction of the eye orientation according to each individual
eye‟s relative location in the APS measurement. The reference axis is the line that went
through the eye and the light source (same as detector), not the optical axis of the
device.
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Figure 4.2.4 Self-calibration of eye location and orientation in the APS measurement.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
Table 4-1 is the test result of the UAB clinical trial, and in this study

, and

HR

were

obtained for each of the three viewing zones and for both eyes. Figure 4.3.1 shows the
data points through the trajectories for four (4) normal patients (upper) as examples of
the results of the total of 46 normal-vision volunteers and the only strabismic patient
(lower). Green symbols represent the right eye (OD) data, and the red symbols are for
the left eye (OS). Solid-circle symbols indicate that the eye can see the bulls-eye target
while the fellow eye cannot (in cross, X, symbols). Open-circle symbols indicate that the
eyes are in the binocular viewing zone. The Hirschberg ratio,

HR , and the kappa angle,

, in each viewing zone were calculated by linear fitting and are presented on the left
upper corner of each plot. Only the overall fitting through the whole trajectory are shown
in the plots.
Strabismic case: As the plots showed, the strabismic eyes (ID = 131) did not follow the
predicted trajectories. At the beginning when the target started from the left, both eyes
appeared to follow normally. Except for more scattered data points, the convergence of
the two eyes was not significantly or dramatically different from normal cases. When the
target moved from the left eye-zone into the binocular zone, the right eye suddenly took
over completely. The left eye had a significant jump nasally and then followed the right
eye with a semi-constant angle through the path and until the end. This must be a case
of ES.
Normal cases: In the 46 pairs of normal eyes, the APS trajectories followed well as
predicted. The separations of the two (2) fitted lines showed the different fovea kappa
angles in individuals. The slopes showed the Hirschberg ratio with small variation across
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individuals. As Table 4-1 indicates, the mean and standard deviation of the normal eyes
(both OD and OS) were 25 +/- 3

 /mm. The kappa angle in the normal patients was 12

+/-5  and 7+/-4  for OD and OS respectively.
Analysis of data between three viewing zones: In Table 4-1, data are given for both
eyes in all three viewing zones. Zone 1 was the beginning of the test. When comparing
the overall fitting results with the results from each of the three (3) viewing zones, we
could see a significant difference in zone 3 from the rest. This occurred for both the right
eye and the left eye among all normal patients. This was comprehensible for the left
eyes since zone 3 was the viewing zone where left eye couldn‟t see the target (only
follow). However, zone 3 was where right eye could see, but the fitting result clearly
indicates a large fluctuation or random conclusion when making the transition from zone
2 to zone 3. Most examinees were quite alert and careful. At the transition from zone 1
to zone 2, the viewing was from left eye only to binocular viewing. All the examinees
continued to track the target without feeling much disturbance. When moving from zone
2, the binocular viewing, to zone 3, the right eye zone, the left eye was suddenly
covered, and the examinees experienced discomfort. This pilot study was performed
under a rather low sampling rate of 2 Hz, which can be easily increased to obtain a
better fitting and to incorporate a loop tracking (from left to right as well as right to left
across the three viewing zones) while still remaining a reasonable test time.
Analysis of data between the two eyes: On the right side of the table is also shown
the comparison between the two eyes. This comparison is a potential test to identify
abnormality. However, because of the bias of the protocol design, the comparisons
between the eyes in their dominant zones did not render good results. Comparison of
the eyes in their following zones also had the same problem.
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Potential indications: In addition to the study of

, and

HR , the scatter of data points

from the fitted line illustrates the smooth pursuit, saccade, and re-fixation behavior of the
two eyes in the eye tracking activity. These behaviors of eye movement as well as the
pupil response to stimulations have implications of mental status that we have not yet
been able to investigate.
Advantages of the design: This APS strabismus test provides a binocular objective
evaluation of ocular alignment and movement. The bulls-eye moving target can be redesigned to provide a more child-friendly and relaxed testing conditions. Invisible
infrared detection will not disturb the viewing / playing. In the analysis aspect, the APS
test self-calibrates individual eye‟s

, and

HR .

Both eyes were simultaneously

monitored regardless of whether an eye was the viewing eye or the following eye. Unlike
most clinical tests, this design allows a very wide viewing angle in the test. It also made
available the saccade and refixation analysis.
Conclusion: The pilot study of the APS ocular alignment test showed promising results
and potential extension. The Hirschberg ratio and kappa angle were obtained in 92
normal adult eyes:

HR =

24.9 ± 3.1 /mm;

=5.48 ± 2.69 . Many areas of the

apparatus and analysis can be improved. The option of using an interactive video game
will be used to ensure attention and gazing on target. Infrared monitoring should be
sampled at a higher frequency to improve and ensure the reliability of fitted values,
and HR . Eye tracking should include movements from both directions. OD and OS
behavior could be used to provide higher detection sensitivity. Pupil response has
additional potential that requires further investigation. The research in this chapter was
published in ARVO (Lewis, J.W.L., Shi, L., Hartmann, E.E., Naser, N.T., Chen, Ying-Ling
and Wang, M., 2011).
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Table 4-1 Strabismus test result in UAB clinical trial.
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Figure 4.3.1 Upper four plots were results from 4 normal adults in the UAB clinic trial. The lowest
plot is the test result from the sole strabismic patient.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation addresses the need for pediatric vision screening and testing methods
that possess the required accuracy and sensitivity and the capability to be deployed and
utilized without the assistance of medical professionals. The specific focus of this work
was the development of the adaptive photoscreening technique (APS) to achieve
quantitative binocular evaluation of human subjects. There is most likely unanimous
agreement that understanding the detailed performance of the human body is an
unending challenge. The human eye is a single organ of the human body. However, a
detailed and predictive description of the eye and vision is complex and is most difficult
to describe with simple, quantitative models. The approach of this work was to apply
currently known physics models and population statistical properties of the eye and
vision to the development of the desired measurement methods and devices. This was
accompanied by measurements on humans and comparisons with clinical tests to obtain
the understanding needed for the instrument development. Specifically, APS prototypes
were constructed for binocular measurements, and investigations were performed of
refractive error measurements and strabismus detection. For pediatric refraction
applications, a hardware modification was made to shift the region of highest detection
sensitivity to that for predominantly hyperopic subjects. The capability of APS to detect
high-order aberrations was also developed, but a description of this research is not
included in this dissertation.

A major research contribution was the quantification of the binocular refractive error.
First, clinical research was performed to verify the APR technique. Forty adult subjects
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participated in the clinical pilot trial. Next, significant human factors that were neither
predicted in the theory nor previously investigated were identified and studied. Further,
the effect of the eye's gaze angle on such double-pass measurements was
experimentally studied. For the first time, the reflex intensity profile at the detection plane
was recorded for a wide range of field angles from -40Δ to +40Δ. The pupil size and
gaze angle were monitored simultaneously with the APS reflex detection. The results
interestingly showed that, when compared to previous simulated predictions, for the four
human eyes that were tested the reflex had significantly less variation over the gaze
angle range. This result lessens the concern on the effects of gaze angle variations.
However, dramatic errors can occur when the gaze angle was present on the nasal side
near 30Δ. The illumination-source beam that enters the eye can hit the optical disk and
produce very strong and even saturated signal levels at the detector. This phenomenon
might explain the observation of very bright PR images in strabismic eyes when using
common photoscreening devices.

The other two most significant human factors that influenced all the photorefractionbased methods were the pupil size and the ocular scattering/stray light. Using the clinical
data, an attempt was made to obtain the of the APS results on the pupil size. By
grouping the scattered human data into five pupil-size regions, the refractive error
dependence on pupil size was determined. An effort was also made to eliminate the
effects of the theoretically unpredicted ocular scattered radiation. Using comparisons of
the artificial eye results and the human data, attempted corrections were made of the
scattered/reflected background signals. Using these corrections in scattering and the
pupil-dependence, two significant results were obtained. First, the two corrections
brought the pupil dependence of human data and that of the artificial eye into better
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agreement, and into much closer agreement with the theoretical predictions. Second, the
correction significantly improved the accuracy of the refractive error and reduced the
measurements‟ standard error from greater than 1D to 0.6D.

An advantage of the APS design is the ability to measure ocular alignment as part of the
refractive error measurement protocol. Using this inherent advantage of the optical
configuration, the ability to perform the quantitative measurement of ocular alignment
and strabismus was developed. Specifically, a method was developed and tested to
perform an objective and automatic cover-uncover test under a relaxed testing
environment. The test self-calibrates the individual‟s Hirschberg ratio and the kappa
angle parameters that are needed to accurately determine the eye orientation. A clinical
test was performed, and the required design improvements were identified. Following
the design modifications, human testing of strabismus patients is desired.
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Appendix A Hardware
The assembled APS-I Hardware is shown in Figure A-1. Located in the upper right of
the figure, in front of the patent‟s eyes, are two hot mirrors (Edmund Optics) that transmit
visible light and reflect the infrared radiation of the light-emitting diodes (LED). At the
lower side of the hot mirrors is a 45-degree mirror. In the lower left of the figure is the
housing of the APS-I that contains the camera, beam splitter, LED panel and electronics,
which are described subsequently. On top of the housing is a monitor that can provide
target movements as well as animation figures for viewing by young children. The APS-II
system is generally similar to APS-I, but it has some major improvements that were
described in Section 3.1.

Figure A-1 APS prototype. Two hot mirrors placed at 45°in the top and bottom of the APS front
arms. Bottom left is the detection box including: a camera, the NIR LEDs, a beam splitter and the
electronics.
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The camera of the APS-II was a Prosilica GC 660 (Allied Vision Technologies)
monochrome, gigabit Ethernet (GigE) camera (Figure A-2). It was equipped with a Sony
ICX618ALA CCD chip, which has a much higher response in the near infrared (NIR)
spectrum than does the ICX424AL that is used for the APS-I‟s EC650 (see Figure A-3).
The frame rate of GC660 (120 fps) was also higher than EC650 (60 fps), which enables
faster eye tracking in the ocular alignment test. Both cameras acquire 12-bit images of
659x493 pixels. They both used aspherical lens (Tamron) that were capable of
maintaining focus from the visible light range to the NIR region. In addition, infrared longpass filters (Edmund Optics) were used in both cameras to eliminate visible light (Figure
A-4). An 11-mm aperture was placed in front of the camera lens.

Figure A-2 Prosilica GC 660 GigE version from Allied Vision.
(http://www.alliedvisiontec.com/us/products/cameras/gigabit-ethernet/prosilica-gc/gc660.htm.)
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Figure A-3 Quantum efficiency versus wavelength comparisons for various Sony CCD chips.
(http://airylab.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=45&Itemid=63)

Figure A-5 (top) shows APS-I LED panel (31 LEDs): a center coaxial LED plus 5 layers
with the eccentricities of 7.7 mm (6 LEDs, ∆θ = 60° from horizontal), 10.15 mm (6 LEDs,
∆θ = 30°), 12.7 mm (6 LEDs, ∆θ = 60°), 15.25 mm (6 LEDs, ∆θ = 30°), 17.8 mm (4
LEDs, ∆θ = 60°), and extra two LEDs of 50.8mm away from the center. APS-II LED
panel (39 LEDs) is shown at the bottom: five layers (6.5 mm, 10 mm, 13.5 mm, 17 mm,
and 20.5 mm) and 4 meridians (0°, 45°, 90° and 135°) which are sufficient to for the
three-parameter bell-shape fitting. An additional probe LED is added besides the coaxial
one (Figure A-5).
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Figure A-4 Transmission diagram of IR long-pass filter (http://www.edmundoptics.com).
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Figure A-5 LED Panels for APS-I (top, five layers and 6 meridians) and APS-II (bottom, 5 layers
and 4 meridians). An additional probe LED located near the center of the APS-II LED panel.
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To reduce chromatic aberration effects both prototypes used NIR LEDs as radiation
sources. Two types of LEDs were used: L810-40K42 (40K) for APS-I and L810-33UP
(33U) for APS-II. Both were from Marubeni America Corp., and the output radiation
peaked at 810nm with a half width of 35 and 40 nm, respectively. The 40K is 5-mm in
diameter and has a viewing half-angle of ±6°, while the 33U is only 3-mm in diameter but
has a larger emission angle of ±15°.Unlike the 100 mA continuous driving current of the
40K the 33U was pulsed by a 400 mA current in APS-II to generate much higher
intensity in a much shorter exposure time. Table A-1 and Table A-2 show the electrooptical characteristics of the two type LEDs.

Table A-1 Electro-optical characteristics of L810-40K42 (www.tech-led.com).
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Table A-2 Electro-optical characteristics of L810-33UP (www.tech-led.com).

A beam-splitter plate (Edmund Optics) was used to conjugate the LED panel to the
camera plane. As a result, the center light source was effectively placed inside the
detector‟s aperture, while all the first-ring eccentric LEDs also touch the knife edge (the
aperture stop). The NIR light from the LED on the panel was first reflected by the beam
splitter, and then deflected twice by the top and bottom IR hot mirrors (Figure A-1), and
finally reached the cornea and retina. The double-passed or retro-reflected radiation was
captured by the camera behind the beam splitter. At the same time, the patient was able
to look through the glass at the distant target and remain unaware of the APS
measurement. Figure A-6 and Figure A-7 show the properties of the beam splitter and
the hot-mirror, respectively.
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Figure A-6 Left figure shows the optical path of a beam splitter; right figure shows the
transmission pattern of the 50R/50T beam splitter (www.edmundoptics.com).

Figure A-7 Hot mirror reflectance and transmittance (www.edmundoptics.com).

Two USB data acquisition devices (Labjack U3) were used in each prototype to allow the
computer to control the custom-built circuit board. The U3 with an extension board has a
total of 20 pins that were all configured as digital outputs in both APS devices. Within
each U3, all 20 pins can be turned on/off simultaneously with a jitter on the order of
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nanoseconds (Labjack U3). However, because there is variation of milliseconds-delay
between them, no synchronization can be achieved between multiple U3s.

The original APS-I‟s electrical circuit (see Baker 2009 for details) was replaced by a
custom-designed printed circuit board in APS-II. Though the functionality was very
similar, the performance goal of the APS-II was to obtain high accuracy in timing for both
triggering and LED illuminations while using pulses of much higher current pulses (400
mA).
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Appendix B Calibration
APS-I shares almost identical hardware as that used and discussed in Baker‟s
dissertation work (Baker, 2009), this APPENDIX will focus on the calibration of APS-II.
Repeatability Test for Single LED
Unlike the APSI‟s constant current of 100 mA, the APS-II uses high current (400 mA)
pulses to increase LED illumination that reduces the exposure time and increases the
speed of the test. However, high current may cause LED to degrade over time. Because
of this, a sufficient delay time is required between each pulse firing to prevent permanent
degradation to the source (Figure B-1). For example, for a pulse duration of 10 ms and
a forward current of 1000 mA, the maximum frequency is 1Hz. In APS-II, the forward
current is 400 mA, so the equation can be written as:

{

,
⁄

(B-1)

⁄ ,

Because the APS method depends on the reliability of the light source illumination, a
careful calibration is needed. A fake eye with a 6-mm pupil and a refractive error of -3D
was used to mimic a real eye. Two LEDs were tested with exposure times of 10, 20, 30
and 40 ms, and the delays from Equation B-1 between each measurement were 106,
128, 161 and 217 ms, respectively. Figure B-2 shows that, under these conditions, the
relative intensity at the pupil area for a single LED decreased significantly after several
times of illumination pulses. However, given sufficient time to cool down before turning
on again, the LED illumination remains relatively unchanged (Figure B-3). Thus, in the
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APSII measurement, each LED was allowed to illuminate only once, and an additional
probe LED was placed beside the coaxial one for the purpose of adjusting illumination
level.

Figure B-1 Forward current vs. pulse duration for LED L810-33UP.
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Figure B-2 Relative intensity of a single LED. Exposure time (t) = 10, 20, 30 and 40 ms, with
delay (dly) time = 106, 128, 161 and 217 ms.
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Figure B-3 Relative Intensity of a single LED. Exposure time (t) = 10, 20, 30 and 40 ms, with
delay time (dly) = 10 s, or the frequency (f) = 0.1 Hz.

Exposure Time and Gain
From this investigation and characterization, a diffuse reflector (Accuflectus) was used
for calibrating the radiation source. Figure B-4 shows the reflectance property of the
ceramic material. Ten regions of interest (ROI) were specified on the APS-II PR image
(659x180 pixels) with five on each side (Figure B-5); i.e., left side: a large green
rectangle (Zone 1, 247x161 pixels) and four small squares (Zone 2-4, 105x105 pixels)
from left to right within it; right side: Zone 6-10.
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Figure B-4 Reflectance of Accuflect™ IR Infrared Reflectors (http://www.accuratus.com).
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The exposure time controls both the LED illumination time and the camera shutter time.
With the camera gain fixed at zero, images for 12 exposure times (0, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40,
60, 80, 100, 150, and 200 ms) were recorded. All 39 LEDs were tested, and each was
given enough time to rest between each exposure. A dark frame was subtracted first
before calculating the mean intensity for each ROI (Figure B-5). Figure B-6, Figure B-7
and Figure B-8 shows that the relation between the incident light and exposure time
obeys a power law,
,

(B-2)

the scaling exponent “b” varies between LEDs, and the constant “a” changes from region
to region.

Figure B-5 Region of interest (ROI) in APS-II calibration. Five ROIs on each side (left: OD, right:
OS): the large green rectangle (247x161) and five squares (105x105) from left to right within it.
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Figure B-6 LED #1 left side (OD) with five ROIs. The mean intensities (open circles) were fitted
with a power law (
).

Figure B-7 LED #1 right side (OS). Parameter “b” remains same but “a” changed from the left
side (OD) shown in Figure B.6.
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Figure B-8 LED #8 Left side (OD). The power law function changes (“a” & “b”) from LED #1.

The camera gain controls the settings of the amplifier in the analog-to-digital converter.
Higher gain can increase the resolution from low input signals, but also introduces noise
as well. The gain in GC660 ranges from 0 to 34dB, which corresponds to a maximum
amplitude of 50. To verify the gain property and to address the effect of noise, the
calibration was undertaken in a dark room with the LEDs as the only controlled light
source. Mean intensities were calculated for all ROIs, and Zones 1, 4, 6 and 10 are
shown in Figure B-9 and Figure B-10. Figure B-9 shows that the camera gain obeys
the “20 log rule”,
,
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(B-3)

where I is the current intensity and I’ is expected to be unity after applying the gain; M is
the magnification. However, Figure B-10 indicates that a gain higher than 20 is more
likely to introduce noise among various regions, or pixels. Thus, an upper limit of gain
value (presumably g = 20) may be required to minimize the noise effect.

Calibration Curve
Knowledge of the relative intensities between the 38 LEDs is crucial to the
characterization of the APS bell-shape that is used in the refractive error measurement.
Figure B-11 shows significant variations among the LEDs and for, different exposure
times due to the different power profiles (Figure B-6, Figure B-7 and Figure B-8).
These differences were most likely caused by the small amount of tilt occurred during
assembling the LEDs. Thus, based on the relative intensity distribution (Figure B-11), to
correct this effect, different illumination (or exposure) times were given to the LEDs.
Figure B-12 shows the normalized intensities after modifying the illumination time for
each LED. This result was used as the final calibration curve to normalize prior to the
bell-shape fitting.
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Figure B-9 Magnification vs. Gain. The variables obey the 20 log rule.

Figure B-10 Measured intensities in dark room with changes of the camera gain.
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Figure B-11 Relative Intensity vs. LEDs. The normalized intensity profiles in Zone 1, from
illuminations of 38 LEDs, show variations among different exposure time (5, 10 and 20 ms).

Figure B-12 Relative Intensity vs. LEDs after adjusting exposure time for each LED. Zone 1 and
Zone 6 corresponds to the left and right side green rectangles (see Figure B.5).
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Appendix C Adaptive Photorefraction System
The Adaptive Photorefraction System (APS) is designed to provide multi-functional
vision screening tests, two of which are the refractive error and ocular alignment tests.
The APS includes fully customized, Labview (National Instruments) graphical user
interfaces (GUI) to perform real-time image acquisition and data analysis. All tests are
carried out automatically with minimum interactions with the operator; this makes it very
suitable for pediatric vision screening purposes.
Hierarchy: The APS is a highly modularized system that has two major functionalities:
refractive error and ocular alignment measurements (Figure C-1). Both tests require
image acquisition (IMAQ), digital image processing (DIP) and test-specific analysis
(refractive error / ocular alignment).
The Adaptive Module is a feedback control (loop) system for both the refractive error
and ocular alignment test. It is used to identify the pupil and by changing the exposure
time (or LED illumination time) and the camera gain, to adjust the signal level based on
the individual pupil reflex. Figure C-2 shows the flowchart of the adaptive image
acquisition process. The initial gain and exposure time are set to 0 and 10 ms,
respectively. An optimal intensity is selected to be 2500 with a tolerance of ±300 counts.
Because the coaxial retinal reflex image always has a much more symmetric and
smoother intensity distribution than the eccentric images, only the coaxial LED is used
for the “Adaptive IMAQ” purpose. After the image is obtained, both pupil and corneal
reflection are identified by the “Pupil finding” algorithm which is described in detail in
both Section 3.6 and Baker‟s dissertation (Baker, 2009, pp. 178, Appendix D). If these
two features are found, the mean intensity (with the corneal reflection excluded) is then
calculated and compared to the optimal intensity. If the intensity is within the tolerance
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and if the APS receives the “START” command, it will then leave the “Adaptive Module”
and proceed to the next step. However, if the intensity doesn‟t meet the selected
criterion, a new exposure time (t) and camera gain (g) are calculated according to the
Equations B-2 and B-3, and then the image is acquired again. This is the “continuous
mode” or “C mode”. However, if no pupil is identified for 3 seconds, then the system
migrates to the “sleep mode” or “S mode”. In the “S mode” it will take an image every
one second. If anytime a pupil is found, the system comes back to the “C mode”.
Other modules include: “Sequential” module is to take images in a sequence from the
very first coaxial LED spiraling out to the most eccentric ones; “Pupil” module is used to
identify the pupil and corneal reflection by utilizing the “Pupil finding” algorithm; “Pattern”
module identifies near- or far- sightedness, direction of astigmatism and high-order
aberrations (Chen, Y.L., Lewis, J.W.L., Shi, L., Wang, M., Swartz, T.S., 2009) by
analyzing the false color map of the pupil reflex image (Sections 3.3 and 3.4);
“Scattering” module estimates possible retinal/ocular scattering described in Section 3.7;
“Bell-shape” module calculates the full width half maxima (FWHM) of both meridians
using the bell-shape fitting (Sections 2.2, 3.3 and 3.7); “Refractive Error” module
converts the maximum/ minimum FWHM values and the rotation angle of the coordinate
to the clinical prescription (S, C, X) of refractive error (Section 2.2 and Chapter 3);
“Smooth mode” and “Game mode” modules are designed to perform image acquisition
under both smooth pursuit and game based random pursuit, respectively; “Hirschberg”
module calculates the individual Hirschberg ratio (

HR )

and Kappa angle (

) by

analyzing the cornea reflection shifts and stimulus angles (Section 4.2); and “Ocular
Alignment” module identifies alignment problems by comparing the test results for both
eyes and under different viewing conditions (Section 4.3).
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Figure C-1 Hierarchy of Adaptive Photorefraction System (APS). * IMAQ: Image Acquisition; DIP:
Digital Image Processing.
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Figure C-2 Flowchart of the Adaptive image acquisition module.
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